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Abstract 

With the increasing performance demands placed on aircraft, the nozzle is becoming a 

much more versatile component. This versatility is increasing the afterbody complexity 

and the difficulty in afterbody drag prediction. This thesis documents a computationally 

inexpensive method for estimating the afterbody drag of aircraft during the conceptual 

design stage. The design and creation of a new hybrid approach to afterbody drag 

prediction is discussed. This hybrid approach uses the Integral Mean Slope Truncated 

Method in place of an equivalent body of revolution pressure drag. Corrections or drag 

deltas are then applied to the Integral Mean Slope Truncated afterbody drag estimate. 

These drag deltas account for various geometric effects and three-dimensional effects. 

The resulting prediction method is applicable to both axisymmetric and 2-D nozzles. The 

hybrid approach has been incorporated into ACSYNT Version 2.0.0 (AirCraft 

SYNThesis), a conceptual aircraft design tool developed at NASA Ames Research Center 

and Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. Comparison of the predictions of 

the new hybrid approach with those of a more complex and much more computationally 

expensive method show generally good agreement. 
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1.0 Introduction 

The ultimate objective of this thesis is to present a method for estimating afterbody drag 

for conceptual aircraft design. This method will be incorporated into ACSYNT, an 

existing conceptual aircraft computer aided design (CAD) code. In this introductory 

chapter, a brief overview of ACSYNT will be provided along with a definition of 

afterbody drag including a discussion of the increased relevance of afterbody drag on 

modern aircraft. 

1.1 Overview of ACSYNT 

The ACSYNT (AirCraft SYNThesis) code is a conceptual aircraft design code developed 

at the NASA Ames Systems Analysis Branch and at the Virginia Tech Computer Aided 

Design Laboratory. Initial work on ACSYNT began in the early 1970's at the NASA 

Ames Research Center. Since 1986, the NASA Ames Research Center and the Virginia 

Tech CAD Laboratory have jointly been working on ACSYNT. In 1990, the ACSYNT 

Institute was formed to further expand the existing capabilities and to support the 

conceptual aircraft design code, ACSYNT [Jaya92]. The Institute currently consists of 

eight U. S. aerospace companies with several NASA and NAVY agencies working with 
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the NASA Ames Research Center and the Virginia Tech CAD Laboratory to support and 

enhance the code [Jaya92]. 

At Virginia Tech, a great deal of the work has involved the creation of a CAD system for 

the analysis code. To support portability of the ACSYNT code, the graphical user 

interface has been written in the ISO standard PHIGS (Programmer's Hierarchical 

Interactive Graphics System), standard programming languages (FORTRAN and C), and 

the proposed standard PHIGS+. This CAD system allows the user to create parametric 

surface geometry based on characteristic parameters familiar to the aircraft designer. A 

powerful feature of the geometry handling capabilities of ACSYNT is the extraction of 

dimensional parameters. The user can create a component and freely modify the 

component and extract the dimensional parameters again [Jaya91,Jaya92a]. The above 

mentioned capabilities allow ACSYNT to function as a "parametric, feature-based, 

surface modeler" [Jaya92]. Other features of the CAD interface include: 

e Completely Menu-Driven Interface 

e Automatically created B-Spline Surface Geometry 

e Spreadsheet for Data Management 

e Graphing of Output Data with Overlay Capabilities for Trade Studies 

e IR Analysis with Polar Plotting Capabilities 

e Full 3-D Viewing/Rendering Aircraft Geometry 

e File Transfers for Output of Geometry and Graphs 
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Some of the current work with the CAD portion of ACSYNT involves interfacing 

ACSYNT with the Navy/NASA Engine Program (NNEP), creating internal components 

and component libraries, expanding graphing capabilities, providing geometric external 

features, curvature continuous surface skinning, and designing an interactive mission 

input. In addition, emphasis is being placed on redesigning ACSYNT as an object- 

oriented code. 

Originally in the early 1970's, the batch version of the ACSYNT code was designed to 

study the effects of advanced technology on conceptual aircraft design [Schr91]. The 

code was designed in a modular fashion to support future enhancements or complete 

replacement of existing routines as better routines become available. The modular design 

also provided support for the non-linear optimizer COPES/CONMIN (COntrol Program 

for Engineering Synthesis) [Jaya92]. The analysis portion of ACSYNT allows the user to 

analyze all types of aircraft: propeller driven planes, business jets, transports, fighters, 

bombers and high supersonic speed transports. Currently the user can execute any of the 

following modules to analyze a configuration [Jaya92]: 

e Geometry 

e Trajectory 

e Aerodynamics 

e Propulsion 

e Stability and Control 
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e Weights 

e Supersonic Aerodynamics 

e Economics 

e Sonic Boom 

e Takeoff and Landing 

e Powered-Lift Effects 

Navy Requirements 

The user can control the order in which the modules are executed as well as which 

modules are executed with input in the ACSYNT Control Spreadsheet. One of the 

current developments with the analysis portion involves interfacing ACSYNT geometry 

with a vortex lattice code VORLAX [Jaya92]. Using this feature, the user can quickly 

determine the pressure distribution on the aircraft for calculating lift characteristics as well 

as stability and control derivatives. 

The above description was meant to be a quick summary of the features of ACSYNT and 

current work on ACSYNT. This description is in no way complete and the reader is 

urged to read the following references for a much more complete description of ACSYNT 

[Jaya91, Jaya92, Jaya92a,Myk188, Mala89, Schr91, Schr92, Wamp88]. 
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1.2 Importance of Afterbody Drag 

Afterbody drag is defined as the drag of the aft portion of the propulsion installation. In a 

majority of the literature, afterbody drag is synonymous with boattail drag. The term 

boattail drag originates from the definition of boattail angle. The boattail angle refers to 

the angle between the horizontal and the nozzle exit as shown in Figure 1. This boattail 

angle is inversely proportional to the power setting, an increased power setting will 

require more mass flow, thus reducing the boattail angle. Similarly, a reduced power 

setting will reduce the required mass flow, increasing the boattail angle. The afterbody 

drag which is a function of the boattail angle is therefore often referred to as boattail drag. 

   

  

~—~Boattail Angle 

Figure 1 Definition of Boattail Angle 
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A problem arises when boattail drag is used interchangeably to mean not only afterbody 

drag, but also nozzle drag. Nozzle drag is defined as the drag of the nozzle installation 

excluding the other interference effects typically associated with afterbody drag. These 

interference effects include such factors as the aft facing base area, interfairings, booms 

extending beyond the nozzle exit plane, empennage location relative to the nozzle as well 

as other nozzle interference effects. For the purposes of this document, afterbody drag 

will be used exclusively to mean afterbody drag while boattail drag, will be used 

exclusively to mean drag on the nozzle excluding other interference effects. 

Afterbody drag can have significant effects on the aircraft. With the constantly increasing 

flight envelope and performance demands on a single aircraft, the nozzle is becoming a 

much more versatile component. The first jet aircraft were fitted with basic fixed nozzles. 

Following the addition of the afterburner, the nozzle became much more complex. These 

nozzles could no longer have a relatively simple fixed geometry design, instead the nozzles 

had to be variable to allow for the proper airflow depending on the engine power setting. 

The variable nozzles not only increased the weight, but also complicated predicting the 

afterbody drag, since the aircraft would have various boattail angles depending on the 

power setting. The variation of the boattail angle with the power setting is an example of 

a throttle dependent force. Today the nozzle is required to perform even more tasks. 

With the requirements for high maneuverability and stealth design, modern fighter nozzles 

are capable of providing thrust vectoring and, thrust reversing as well as infrared signature 

suppression. Figure 2 shows the trends in the number of functions a nozzle must perform. 

All these performance requirements of the nozzle lead to complex flow fields in the region 

of the afterbody. 
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Figure 2 Trends in nozzle technology [Mill88] 

This complex flow field leads to difficulty in predicting the drag on the afterbody. This is 

Supported by a statement taken from a 1986 report of the Advisory Group for Aerospace 

Research and Development's (AGARD) working group on aerodynamics of afterbodies. 

"Present theoretical, empirical, and semi-empirical methods neither reach accuracy of 

high quality measurements nor do they meet the requirements of project performance 

assessment. However, orders of drag magnitude can be predicted with the aid of 

published data and correlations ...." [Aule86]. Statements such as these indicate the 

difficulty in accurately determining a simple empirical relationship for the afterbody drag 

as a function of a few characteristic parameters. 
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As final support of the importance of afterbody drag, the reader is referred to Figure 3. 

Figure 3 shows that the aft-end drag constitutes nearly 50% of the subsonic zero lift drag 

of typical fighter conditions. This percentage includes all the shaded portions of the 

aircraft. It also includes the skin friction, and form drag of the empennage. In the thrust 

and drag accounting of ACSYNT, the empennage drag is bookkept with the airframe drag 

and is not a propulsion related drag. Therefore, the ACSYNT afterbody drag will be in 

the range of 20 to 40 percent of the total zero lift drag, depending on the flight condition. 

  

100 

Percent of 

Aircraft Cp 50 

9) 

Figure 3 Comparison of subsonic aft-end drag at Cy, = 0.0 [Mill88] 
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2.0 Review of Current Afterbody Drag Prediction Methods 

Before selecting an afterbody drag prediction method, a literature review was performed 

to identify the existing procedures. In this chapter, a summary of the relevant current 

afterbody drag predictions methods is provided as well as a description of the current 

afterbody drag correlations in ACSYNT. As preliminaries to discussing the different 

afterbody drag methods, a review of the Level I to IV design stages is also presented. 

Commonly, the accuracy of a design procedure is defined qualitatively by the designation 

Level I, U, Il, or IV [Ball78]. A Level I analysis is often used for conceptual design. A 

Level I analysis relies mainly on historic trends, while a Level IV analysis relies on actual 

flight test data from the configuration in question. Typically, during a Level I analysis the 

geometry of the configuration is not known in any detail, where as during a Level I 

design stage many more geometric details are available. This allows for the use of 

empirical data bases of similar configurations until the Level III design process, when 

scaled wind tunnel models can be built, and a Computation Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis 

can be performed. 
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Today, conceptual design codes such as ACSYNT are combining the Level I and II stages 

into one stage. Following the creation of an ACSYNT geometric model and modification 

of the spreadsheet inputs for the particular configuration and mission, the analysis 

consisting of empirical and analytical methods can be executed. This will allow for 

quicker turn around times for completing a Level II analysis. 

2.1 General Afterbody Drag Prediction Methods 

Table 1 lists three areas and some of the related parameters that have an influence on the 

afterbody drag. While this parameter list is not complete, it provides a sense of the 

difficulty in applying a simple analytical method to predict the afterbody drag. The 

afterbody flow field is far too complicated to use a simple analytical solution to predict the 

performance of the afterbody. The literature search concentrated mainly on semi- 

empirical/analytical solutions. Approaches similar to the "zonal" method proposed by 

Malan were investigated [Mala89]. In this method, the afterbody is divided into different 

regions based on the physical flow conditions as well as the geometry of the afterbody. In 

some of these regions the drag can be predicted analytically, while in regions of greater 

flow complexity an empirical method can be applied. 
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Table 1 Parameters of Importance for Afterbody Drag [Jaar72] 

  

      

  a a 

Parameter 
  

Configuration Geometry of Afterbody 

Number of Nozzles 

Nozzle Spacing 

Nozzle Type 

Empennage Configuration 

Direction of Jet 
  

External Flow Mach number 

Characteristic Reynolds Number 

Boundary Layer at Exhaust 

Flow Field at Exhaust 

Flight Attitude 
  

Jet Flow Mean Pressure Ratio (NPR) 

Mean Temperature Ratio 

Ratio of Specific Heats 

Number of Nozzle Streams 

Power Setting 

Swirl Velocity 
a         | |       
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2.1.1 Experimental Data of Aulehia and Lotter 

The experimental work of Aulehia and Lotter studied the effects of various parameters on 

afterbody drag [Aule72]. This work provided a basic understanding of the interference 

effects between the external flow and the jet flow or plume in the region of the afterbody. 

The jet plume acts as a solid boundary displacing the external flow while entrainment 

effects induce an acceleration onto this external flow. The nozzle pressure ratio also has a 

large influence on the interactions between the external and jet flows. During subsonic 

flight conditions at a high nozzle pressure ratio, this high pressure will increase the 

pressure acting on the afterbody. Depending on the magnitude, the nozzle pressure ratio 

can significantly reduce the afterbody drag. At supersonic speeds the influence of the high 

nozzle pressure ratio will only propagate upstream through the subsonic boundary layer. 

Therefore, a high nozzle pressure ratio causes a greater afterbody drag reduction at 

subsonic speeds. 

The boattail angle was found to be an important parameter for determining if separation is 

likely to occur on the boattail. Generally in the presence of a jet plume, a reduction in the 

boattail angle will cause a reduction in the afterbody drag. In the work by Aulehia and 

Lotter, experimental results were used to explain the relationship between the nozzle 

pressure ratio, boattail angle, and base area. In general, the boattail angle and base area 

control the amount of area the pressure acts upon. Depending if the pressure is greater 

than or less than the free stream value, this effect can reduce or increase the afterbody 

drag. Other geometric interference parameters investigated were the effects of booms, the 

nozzle type, the nozzle spacing and interfairings on afterbody drag. 
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While the Aulehia and Lotter experimental data does provide an overview of the 

relationship between these design variables, the database of test cases was not extensive 

enough to use for actual empirical correlations. Also shown in this work were the results 

of a series of wind tunnel tests performed in an attempt to find the optimum afterbody 

configuration for a twin-jet fighter configuration. These results showed that by 

redesigning the afterbody the total aircraft drag could be reduced nearly 45 percent. The 

45 percent reduction is comparing the highest drag afterbody to the lowest drag afterbody 

on the same configuration. This indicates that not only is a large percentage of aircraft 

drag caused by the afterbody, but also the magnitude of afterbody drag varies greatly. 

2.1.2 McDonald and Hughes Method 

The McDonald and Hughes method is an empirical correlation for the afterbody drag 

[McDo65]. This correlation is based on the assumption that for a given geometry the 

boattail angle is a unique function of the base pressure. Therefore, the afterbody drag can 

be represented as the sum of the modified boattail drag and the base drag. The modified 

boattail drag is found by converting the zero-jet flow boattail drag to a boattail drag 

including jet effects. To include jet flow effects, the change in base pressure due to the jet 

flow is multiplied by the gradient of the change in the boattail drag with base pressure. 
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The four correlations required for this method are: 

1. Zero jet flow boattail drag correlation, Cpg, 

  

  

aC 
2. Gradient of the change in boattail drag with boattail pressure correlation, oil 

pb 

3. Base pressure increment due to jet effects correlation, AC, 

4, Base pressure drag correlation, Cp, 

With these correlations the afterbody drag can be expressed by equation (2.1). 

Cy, =C 208 | AC, + (2.1) = + + . 

A severe limitation of this method is that the only test data were taken at Mach 0.9, but by 

limiting the boattail angle the validity of the correlation was expected to be extended for a 

range of Mach numbers of 0.6 to 0.9. This boattail angle limitation varied depending on 

the afterbody shape. For conical boattails, a boattail angle of less than 8 degrees is 

required, while for parabolic and circular arc boattails the boattail angle must be less than 

16 degrees. Other limitations in this correlation are that it is only applicable to convergent 

nozzles with no bleed mass flow near the base area, and the effects of the Reynolds 

number are not considered. 
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2.1.3. Method of Stoddart 

The Stoddart method is a method based on empirical correlations for the supersonic 

boattail pressure drag of convergent and convergent-divergent nozzles [Stod71]. The 

basic correlation is similar to the McDonald and Hughes method in that the correlation is 

based on the base area pressure distribution. The method is based on the observation that 

the theoretical inviscid boattail pressure drag will be decreased by the presence of jet flow. 

The boattail drag can also be decreased further with an increase in the nozzle pressure 

ratio. Stoddart developed correlations that show this decrease is a function of both the 

measured and the reference base pressure coefficients. This reference base pressure is just 

theoretically high enough to separate the terminal shock wave from the boattail. 

The Stoddart method requires one analytical calculation and two correlations. The three 

inputs are listed below: 

1. Inviscid boattail drag (method of characteristics or second order calculation) 

2. Jet induced boattail pressure drag reduction correlation 

3. Jet on base pressure coefficient correlation 

Different correlations are used for "smooth and non-smooth" boattails. Stoddart defined 

smooth boattails as boattails with smooth continuous slopes and curvature, while non- 

smooth boattails are more representative of actual boattail shapes which do not have 

continuous slopes and curvature. The test cases used by Stoddart were in the Mach 

number range of 1.4 to 2.0 for convergent nozzles and 1.6 to 2.0 for convergent-divergent 

nozzles. The limited Mach number range and the difficulty of estimating the inviscid 

boattail drag of complex configurations are the major disadvantages of this method. 
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2.1.4 Integral Mean Slope Truncated Method 

The Integral Mean Slope (IMS) method was developed for twin axisymmetric afterbody 

configurations during the early 1970's at Pratt and Whitney [Swav72]. This method was 

based on parametric wind tunnel tests from which a correlating afterbody drag parameter 

could be developed. The integral mean slope parameter represents the projected area 

weighted, non-dimensional slope of the cross-sectional area distribution of the afterbody. 

The expression for the integral mean slope is given in equation (2.2). 

f da(A/ Ajo) 

(A9/Aq0) d(X / D.,) 

1—(Ay / Ajo) 

d(A / Aig) 

IMS = (2.2)   

where: 

A = Cross-sectional area 

Ajo = Maximum cross-sectional area 

Ag = Nozzle exit cross-sectional area 

X = Fuselage station location measured from A109 location 

D., = Equivalent diameter of circular cross section with same area as Ajo 

Using the IMS equation and wind tunnel tests, a correlation was developed for the 

afterbody drag as a function of Mach number and the IMS parameter. 

The paper outlining the IMS method also listed the major geometric variables involved in 

designing a twin jet afterbody for minimum drag [Swav72]. These geometric variables are 
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listed in Table 2. The IMS correlation accounts for the first two of these variables. The 

afterbody shape is accounted for in the IMS correlation as is the projected area in the (1- 

Ag/Ajg) term in the denominator of expression (2.2). The effects of the tail surfaces can 

be ignored if the tail surfaces do not cross the streamline planes. When the tail surfaces do 

cross the streamline planes, they will block recompression over a region of the afterbody. 

This will greatly increase the drag of the afterbody. This indicates corrections must be 

applied to the afterbody drag based on the IMS. 

Table 2 Major Geometric Variables for Afterbody Design [Swav72] 

  

  

a   

Afterbody Shape 

  

Projected Area Ratio 

  

Location of Control Surfaces 

  

Lateral Nozzle Spacing Ratio 

  

Tail Booms 

TN a 
a a 

          
  

Brazier and Ball recommended the use of a modified integral mean slope method known 

as the Integral Mean Slope Truncated (IMST) methodology [Braz74]. The modified 

method was developed to improve the results of the IMS method for boattails with areas 

of high slope. This subsonic correction was equivalent to comparing the non-dimensional 

d(A/ A 49) 
slope of the afterbody, , 

d(X / D .,) 
with a maximum slope correlation as a function of 
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Mach number. If the actual slope of the area was greater than the maximum slope 

correlation, the maximum slope correlation would be substituted for the actual slope. 

Hence, the name integral mean slope truncated, since the high slope regions of the 

afterbody would be truncated to smaller values. This truncation method was to account 

for regions on the boattail where separation could be expected to occur. In regions of 

separation, the fluid streamlines no longer follow the afterbody, and the flow will turn less 

than the actual slope of the geometry. Therefore, a better representation of the actual 

fluid streamlines could be obtained by truncating the slope of the boattail. 

Brazier and Ball also recommended a correlation for the afterbody drag as a function of 

the Mach number, the integral mean slope, and a delta drag coefficient to account for the 

type of empennage. The basic correlation as a function of Mach number is expressed as 

Cop +A was . 
(Coe for axisymmetric nozzles at subsonic Mach numbers. With this correlation, 

the integrated value of the IMST, and the empennage type the afterbody drag can be 

found from equation (2.3). 

Crop + AC 7 Coarr =| —P2— 2 |x UMST)*~” — AC (2.3) 
DAFT (‘ IMST)*” D 

The IMST truncated method is used by two existing afterbody analysis codes. The 

Exhaust System Interactive Program (ESIP) uses the subsonic correlation recommended 

by Brazier and Ball [ESIP73]. The Performance of Installed Propulsion System 

Interactive (PIPS]) program also uses the IMST method. The PIPSI program will be 

discussed in the next section. 
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2.1.5 PIPSI 

The Performance of Installed Propulsion Systems Interactive (PIPSI) Program was 

developed for the Air Force by Boeing during the late 70's [Ball78]. The goal of this 

project was to create a computerized method for the prediction of the propulsion 

installation drag during aircraft design. This program includes estimates for the inlet 

losses, the nozzle internal losses, and the nozzle external losses. Also accounted for in the 

PIPSI propulsion installation drag is the throttle sensitive drag of the inlet and the 

afterbody. Since the inlet drag is not the focus of this research, PIPSI will mean only the 

nozzle and afterbody portion of PIPSI for the remainder of this document. 

The PIPSI Program consists of the PIPSI program and the Derivative Processor 

(DERIVP) Program. The PIPSI program uses digitized tables of the inlet, internal nozzle, 

and afterbody losses to calculate the total propulsion installation drag. For a Level I 

analysis, this program includes a library of digitized tables of inlet and nozzle/afterbody 

performance maps. Using the Derivative Processor (DERIVP) program, these maps can 

be modified for different configurations. As the design progresses, the designer will have 

better performance maps from the actual configuration to replace the existing libraries of 

inlet, nozzle, and afterbody maps. By improving these maps, the accuracy of PIPSI can be 

increased, allowing this code to be used from the Level I analysis through the Level IV 

analysis. 
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The afterbody portion of the DERIVP program uses the IMST method to modify the 

afterbody drag maps for afterbody configurations other than those in the PIPSI library. 

The usage of the IMST method in the derivative program and the afterbody drag maps 

will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. Table 3 summarizes the two major programs 

of the PIPSI Program. 

Table 3 Summary of the Afterbody Analysis in the PIPSI Program 

  

  

Program Output Methodology 

  

PIPSI Propulsion Installation Drag Table Look Up 

  

DERIVP Modified Performance Maps IMST 

mE               

2.1.6 Level II NAIP 

The Level II Nozzle/Afterbody Installed Performance Prediction Program (NAIP) is a 

Level II analysis code developed by Grumman for the Air Force [Mill88]. The code was 

designed to predict the complex three-dimensional flow field of modern aircraft 

afterbodies. A semi-analytical/empirical method is used for the afterbody performance 

prediction. This code consists of four separate programs or segments. The first segment 

allows the user to create an input file by following prompts provided by the program. 

Segment two calculates the internal nozzle performance as well as the nozzle exit 

conditions from the user defined internal nozzle geometry. The nozzle exit conditions and 

the user supplied afterbody geometry are then used in the calculation of the afterbody 
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external drag. The last two segments estimate the afterbody drag in two parts. Segment 

three calculates the "clean" aerodynamic drag on the afterbody, while segment four 

accounts for the afterbody drag deltas. 

The "clean" aerodynamic drag represents the pressure drag of an equivalent body of 

revolution (EBR). The pressure distribution of the equivalent body of revolution is 

calculated using the Grumman developed GAC-Boat Code. The GAC-Boat Code divides 

the afterbody into six regions and numerically iterates through the coupled boundary 

conditions until convergence is achieved. This drag calculation neglects the various three- 

dimensional effects, which are accounted for during the calculation of the afterbody drag 

deltas. Also, the drag deltas account for the fact that the afterbody is not a true equivalent 

body of revolution. The drag delta concept will be discussed in more depth in Chapter 4. 

Table 4 summarizes the four segments of the NAIP Code. 
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Table 4 Summary of the NAIP Code 

    

  

  

  

            

Segment Program Output Methodology 

One NAPMAC Input File User prompts for input 

General Electric 
Two NAPCFG Nozzle Performance Semi-Empirical Method 

Grumman GAC-Boat Code 
Three NAPCDZ EBR Pressure Drag Analytical Method 

Drag Deltas Various Sources 

Four NAPMAP | Total Afterbody Drag Empirical Method     
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2.2 Original ACSYNT Afterbody Drag Calculation Method 

Empirically based methods for the afterbody drag exist in both the aerodynamic and 

propulsion modules of ACSYNT. The aerodynamic module calculation is not as 

comprehensive as the calculation in the propulsion module and should be removed when 

the thrust and drag accounting methods of ACS YNT are modified. A major disadvantage 

of the existing ACSYNT correlations is that these methods are only valid for axisymmetric 

nozzles. As discussed in Chapter 1, with the increased number of functions nozzles must 

perform, two-dimensional nozzles are becoming more prevalent. 

2.2.1 Afterbody Drag Prediction in the Aerodynamics Module 

In the aerodynamics module, an estimate is made for the nacelle friction drag, the cowl 

wave drag, and the boattail wave drag. The engine drag coefficient of the aerodynamics 

module is defined as the sum of the cowl and boattail wave drags, while the nacelle 

friction drag is accounted as a pod friction drag. The nacelle/vehicle interference drag 

coefficient is also a function of the aerodynamic engine drag coefficient. All the 

aerodynamic module engine drags are then included in the zero lift drag coefficient of the 

vehicle. While this is a standard practice for some thrust and drag accounting procedures, 

this is different than the accounting procedure that ACSYNT will adopt in the future 

[Mide92]. In the future, only the throttle dependent forces will be accounted as drag of 

the propulsion system. Therefore, instead of all the engine drags in the aerodynamic 

module being included in the zero lift drag, only the reference condition boattail and cowl 

drags should be accounted as part of the zero lift drag of the airframe. The difference 
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between the actual propulsion system drag and the propulsion reference drag will be the 

throttle dependent drag. The throttle dependent drag will be accounted as a propulsion 

system drag. Typically, this reference condition is defined as the engine inlet operating at 

the design mass flow with the nozzle wide open for the specified flight condition. This is 

normally the minimum drag condition for the propulsion installation. 

The aerodynamic boattail drag was based on a second-order calculation for the supersonic 

pressure drag of isolated conical boattails [Morr61]. This method was inviscid and also 

excluded the propulsive jet effects. This correlation used the boattail angle, the nacelle 

exit and maximum diameters, and the boattail fineness ratio to estimate the isolated 

boattail pressure drag. Shown in Figure 4 is a graph of the correlation that is stored in 

ACSYNT as digitized data. As previously stated, the aerodynamic module has a lower 

degree of accuracy when compared to the propulsion module and therefore should be 

removed when the thrust and drag accounting procedures of ACSYNT are modified. 
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Figure 4 Supersonic pressure-drag parameter of conical boattails [Morr61] 
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2.2.2 Afterbody Drag Prediction in the Propulsion Module 

In the propulsion module, the afterbody drag is comprised of two components: the 

boattail drag and the nozzle interference drag. The boattail drag represents the drag on an 

isolated nozzle, while the nozzle interference drag measures the interference effects of 

multiple exhaust nozzles in close proximity to each other. 

2.2.2.1 Boattail Drag 

The original correlations for boattail drag were developed at Boeing in 1972 [Ball72]. 

Ball developed an empirical technique from wind tunnel tests of isolated boattail nozzles. 

This data was then incorporated into ACSYNT in 1976, when additional curve fits were 

applied to the Boeing data by Morris et al [Morr77]. The main correlating parameters for 

this empirical method were the boattail angle and the nozzle pressure ratio. The 

assumptions and method for estimating the boattail angle are listed in Table 5. 

For the subsonic correlation, the boattail drag was a function of the Mach number and 

boattail angle. The correlation for the subsonic boattail drag is expressed in equation 

(2.4), while in Figure 5 the original Boeing correlation is shown along with the curve fits 

by Morris et al [Morr77]. The supersonic correlation is expressed in equation (2.5). The 

supersonic correlation was not only a function of the boattail angle and the Mach number, 

but this correlation was also a function of the maximum and exit cross-sectional areas of 

the nacelle. Figure 6 shows the data points for the supersonic boattail drag correlation 
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and the curve fit applied to the data. Linear interpolation was applied to equations (2.4) 

and (2.5) for Mach numbers between 0.95 and 1.00. 

Table 5 Assumptions and Method for Determining the Boattail Angle 

  

    

  

Assumptions and Method 

  

1. Nozzle Length = Diameter of Engine 

  

2. Diameter of Customer Connect Point = 1.10 (Diameter of Engine) 

  

3. Diameter Nozzle Exit <= Engine Mass Flow and Thermodynamic Properties 

  

4. Boattail Angle = 6 = arcsi 
m8 gle = asin 2 x Length of Nozzle 

Diameter Customer Connect — Diameter Nozzle Bt)       
  

- B\_ 1 
Copas=0.0102( (—-M5) for M.. £0.95 

1.4tanB Ae 
Copas=|[ Aan?) 1- Ae for M.. = 1.00 
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Both of the subsonic and supersonic boattail drag correlations were for nozzle pressure 

ratios of 2.5. Therefore, a correction was applied to the boattail drag to account for the 

effects of other nozzle pressure ratios. Equations (2.6) to (2.9) define the correction for 

the nozzle pressure ratio. The original nozzle pressure correction by Ball is plotted in 

Figure 7. 

le Pr i i 

ACp, = 0.0; NPR <3 (2.6) 

A Cp, = 0.005[ NPR — 3]; 3<NPR<4 (2.7) 

ACp, = 0.01[NPR — 4] + 0.005; 4<NPR<8 (2.8) 

ACp, = 0.045; NPR >8 (2.9) 

Following the correction for the nozzle pressure ratio the total boattail drag was found 

from equation (2.10). This afterbody drag coefficient was referenced to the customer 

connect area and was converted to the capture area of the engine. 

Crg=Cdg55~4C pg (2.10) 
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Figure 7 Boattail Drag Correction for Nozzle Pressure Ratio > 2.5 [Mala89] 
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2.2.2.2 Nozzle Interference Drag 

The final correction applied to the propulsion afterbody drag was the correction for nozzle 

interference. This correction was required since the empirical boattail drag correlation 

was based on isolated nozzles. In Figure 8, the empirical correlation for the nozzle 

interference drag coefficient Cp; is plotted. The nozzle interference drag coefficient was 

a function of the flight Mach number and the spacing-to-jet diameter ratio, $/D,. Data 

from Figure 8 which originated from the work of Ball [Ball72], was used for interpolation 

between the digitized nozzle interference drag curves [Morr77]. 

Equation (2.11) expresses the nozzle interference correction used by ACSYNT. This 

correction accounted for the interference effects of multiple jets in the same vicinity. This 

interference effect was based on the number of engines, the nozzle pressure ratio, the 

nozzle interference drag coefficient Cp ;. and the engine gross thrust. The correction was 

divided into three parts, each of which is isolated by a pair of parenthesis in equation 

(2.11). The first correction corrected the correlation for nozzle pressure ratios other than 

2.5. The second correction converted the interference effects so that they were per 

engine. The final correction converted the interpolated value of Cp; to a value 

corresponding to the desired engine operating and flight condition. 

C -( 2.5 Neng — 1 Cp,X2xT¢ (2 11) 
DINF NPR N Eng q..Ac .   
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3.0 Design Criteria for an Improved Afterbody Drag 

Prediction Method 

In this section, the factors considered to be the design drivers for the selection of an 

improved afterbody drag prediction method are discussed. These factors were determined 

following an investigation of the current afterbody performance method in ACSYNT as 

well as actual use of ACSYNT in the design process. The actual use of ACSYNT before 

selecting an afterbody drag method was considered imperative to understanding the 

current ACSYNT structure. In addition, experience with ACSYNT provided a better 

understanding of the functionality to be provided by a new afterbody drag prediction 

method. 

3.1 Preliminary Considerations for Afterbody Drag Prediction Method 

The fact that ACSYNT is a conceptual level design tool had many important implications 

in the selection of a new method for afterbody drag prediction. The considerations for 

selecting a conceptual level afterbody drag prediction method are outlined in Table 6. 
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Table 6 Design Requirements for Afterbody Drag Prediction Method 

  

  

Stage Requirements 

  

Preliminary 1. Minimal User Inputs 

  

2. Computationally Cheap Method 

  

Intermediate 3. Acceptable Accuracy 

  

4. Feasibility in the Current ACSYNT Structure 

  

Final 5. Easily Modified Drag Data 

  

6. Well Documented Source Code             

  

1. Minimal User Inputs 

Often the conceptual design process begins with nothing more than a one or two page 

Request for Proposal (RFP). At the Level I design stage, the detailed afterbody 

parameters such as the nozzle pressure ratio, boattail angle variation with the power 

setting, plume angle, and internal nozzle geometry will not be known. Another important 

factor is that, in many cases, the user may not have the expertise in the area of afterbody 

drag to provide reasonable values for these inputs. If the user feels overwhelmed by the 

large number of inputs, the method will not be used, or possibly unreasonable values will 
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be used for input. This indicates the importance of reasonable default values and a 

minimal number of inputs at this stage in the design process. 

2. Computationally Inexpensive 

At the conceptual design level, it is extremely important that the designer has the 

capability for rapid response and the ability to quickly iterate numerous designs. These are 

two of the requirements set forth for aircraft conceptual design codes in a recent AIAA 

paper discussing ACSYNT [Jaya92]. Both of these factors are important from a users 

standpoint. If the method requires excessive computational time, the method will not be 

used, and therefore is unacceptable. The first two design criteria: 1) keeping the user 

inputs to a minimum and 2) maintaining computational efficiency guided the preliminary 

selection of an afterbody drag prediction method. 

3. Acceptable Accuracy 

Following the selection of afterbody methods that satisfied the two preliminary design 

requirements, the next design requirement became obvious. If the new afterbody drag 

method was less accurate than the existing correlations, the new method would not be 

necessary. Therefore, the acceptable accuracy criteria would be necessary to ensure that 

the accuracy of the new afterbody performance method did exceed the existing 

correlations. The accuracy requirement did represent a trade off between the preliminary 

requirement of computational efficiency and the intermediate accuracy requirement. This 

indicates the reasoning behind the term "acceptable". For the new afterbody drag method 
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acceptable accuracy means high accuracy considering the minimal computational time 

required. The degree of accuracy and required computational time depend on the stage of 

the design and the importance of afterbody drag for the particular configuration. 

4. Feasibility in the Current ACSYNT Structure 

Another intermediate demand placed on the new afterbody drag prediction method is the 

requirement to fit into the current ACSYNT structure. Since ACSYNT is a commercially 

accepted code, professionalism requires that the method integrates well into the current 

ACSYNT structure. An experienced user should feel as if the new afterbody method is a 

natural extension to the existing CAD interface and analysis code. 

5. Easily Modified by the User 

The final design requirements are applicable to all computer codes and were considered 

applicable to the design of a new afterbody method. As will be shown later, the ability to 

modify and improve data will be extremely important to the afterbody method proposed in 

this document. With the constantly increasing accuracy and volume of experimental 

results, the accuracy of aircraft drag data is continuously being improved. It is the feeling 

of the author that many of the ACSYNT Institute members have proprietary afterbody 

drag data. This data will be better than the data available to the author in the open or 

limited access literature. It is, therefore, required that the structure of this afterbody 

performance method allow for the replacement of the existing afterbody drag data with 

proprietary data. 
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6. Well Documented Source Code 

The last design requirement for a well documented source code must be addressed so that 

the ACSYNT code can continue to be supported. The source code should be designed 

and documented such that the capabilities and support of ACSYNT can be facilitated by 

individuals with no prior knowledge of the new afterbody drag prediction method. The 

users or future ACSYNT programmers should be able to follow and modify the source 

code to expand existing capabilities or to make any other changes required for the support 

of the ACSYNT code. 

Together, these six requirements led to the selection of a Hybrid approach for estimating 

the afterbody drag of the aircraft. This Hybrid approach will be discussed in the next 

section. 
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4.0 Hybrid Approach to Afterbody Drag Prediction 

With the requirements for an improved afterbody drag prediction method determined, a 

prediction method can be selected. In this section, the reasoning leading to the 

development of the hybrid approach to afterbody drag prediction is explained. This is 

followed by the definition of the hybrid approach. Test cases justifying this hybrid 

approach are also provided. 

4.1 Development of a Hybrid Methodolog 

Initially, the afterbody method investigated was the Level II Nozzle Afterbody Installed 

Performance (NAIP) code discussed in Section 2. While this code is accepted as highly 

accurate, the code is computationally expensive. As a test case, an F16 input file was 

created using the NAIP input file creation program, NAPMAC. Following the creation of 

the input file, the remaining three NAIP segments were run with an engine input file with 

approximately 1000 operating points. An operating point is defined as a unique flight 

Mach number, altitude, and power setting. Approximately 15 minutes of calculation time 

were required on a Model 530 RS/6000 for the third segment, NAPCDZ, of the NAIP 

code to converge. The NAPCDZ segment determines the pressure drag of the equivalent 

_ body of revolution by a numerical iteration scheme as discussed in Section 2. Such a 

computationally expensive method could not be successfully incorporated into ACS YNT. 
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It is not uncommon for the propulsion installation drag to be calculated over 1000 times 

during a typical execution of the ACSYNT analysis. This indicated over 75 percent of the 

ACSYNT analysis calculation time would be required for only the afterbody drag 

calculation. Clearly this would not be acceptable for a conceptual level design code. 

During the testing of the NAIP code other features of this code were discovered. Another 

disadvantage of the NAJP method is that the input file requires a large amount of internal 

nozzle geometry. The nozzle geometry is required for the second segment of the NAIP 

code, NAPCFG, when the internal nozzle performance is estimated. In many cases, the 

internal geometry of the nozzle will not be known at this stage of the design. This 

represents another difficulty in integrating the NAIP code with ACSYNT. A final 

characteristic of the NAIP code is that the calculation of the drag deltas is a 

computationally inexpensive calculation. 

The next program investigated was the Performance of Installed Propulsion System 

Interactive (PIPSI) program. The PIPSI program was discussed in Section 2. While this 

program is computationally cheap, the accuracy is dependent on the drag tables. Within 

the derivative program, DERVIP, these drag tables can be modified using the integral 

mean slope truncated (IMST) method and various correction factors. These correction 

factors are for the nozzle pressure ratio, the radial tail location, the longitudinal tail 

location, and the base area. It was found through experimentation with the derivative 

program that these correction factors performed unpredictably. In general, these 

correction factors gave results that seemed unreasonable or caused the program to core 
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dump. The reason for the core dumps was that not all of the data was installed with the 

program. While the structure for the calculation of these correction factors was installed 

in the program in some cases, the actual data was installed for only one value of a 

parameter. This causes core dumps when the interpolation routines try to interpolate 

between the same value. 

After experience with the PIPSI and NAIP codes, a hybrid approach was developed. The 

design goal of the hybrid approach was to incorporate the best features of PIPSI and 

NAIP into one method. With the hybrid approach the IMST method could be used to 

modify the drag data for different configurations, and the drag delta approach could be 

used to apply corrections to the afterbody drag. With the use of the IMST method, the 

computationally expensive routine to estimate the pressure drag of an equivalent body of 

revolution could be avoided. The use of the drag deltas would allow the replacement of 

the older and less accurate correction factor routines in the derivative program. Ideally, 

this hybrid approach would lead to a method which was computationally cheap and highly 

accurate. The calculation method and characteristics of the hybrid approach are compared 

to those of PIPSI and NAIP in Figure 9. 

Basically, the hybrid approach will utilize the IMST method in place of the equivalent 

body of revolution calculation in the NAIP code. For the hybrid approach to be successful 

the equivalent body of revolution pressure drag coefficient must be equal or nearly equal 

to the IMST drag coefficient found using the IMST method. Considering the problems 
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encountered with the derivative program correction factors, a comparison between the 

derivative program correction factors and the drag deltas was considered irrelevant. Also, 

the fact that the drag delta method is a much newer method added to the decision to 

completely ignore the derivative program correction factors. The hybrid method can 

now be summarized as the sum of the integral mean slope truncated (IMST) drag 

coefficient and the drag delta coefficients. The relationship between the equivalent body 

of revolution and the drag delta coefficients is shown in Figure 10. Figure 10 also 

highlights the question, "Is the equivalent body of revolution drag coefficient equal to the 

integral mean slope drag coefficient?" 

4.2 Hybrid Approach Initial Test Cases 

The final step in the discussion of the hybrid approach is to provide the original test cases 

showing if the assumption of the hybrid approach is valid. The assumption to be verified 

is if the equivalent body of revolution drag coefficient is nearly equal to the integral mean 

slope truncated drag coefficient. Each test case will show three sets of data: the 

equivalent body of revolution drag coefficient (NAIP CD EBR), the integral mean slope 

truncated drag coefficient (PIPSI CD IMST), and the results of the original ACSYNT 

afterbody drag correlations (ACSYNT CDAFT). The NAIP CD EBR data set was 

obtained from the NAIP documentation of validation test cases [Mill88]. The PIPSI CD 

IMST was obtained by using the IMST method from the derivative program in PIPSI with 

the correction factors set to zero. Finally, the ACSYNT CDAFT was obtained by 

executing the original ACSYNT afterbody drag analysis. 
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Three current fighters were used as test cases for the hybrid approach. The aircraft 

selected were the single engine F16, the twin engine F14, and the twin engine F18. All 

three of these test aircraft are equipped with axisymmetric nozzles. The F14 represents an 

aircraft with widely spaced nozzles while the nozzles of the F18 are narrowly spaced. 

These three aircraft are representative of most current fighters and should provide a 

realistic test of the hybrid approach assumption. Figures 11, 12, and 13 show the F16, the 

F14, and the F18 test cases, respectively. 

The F16 represents a relatively simple configuration with an axisymmetric nozzle. The 

results in Figure 11 show that the hybrid approach assumption is reasonably valid, since 

the PIPSI CD IMST line is very near the NAIP CD EBR line. The trends are also 

accurately predicted. The current ACSYNT prediction correlation is not as accurate as 

the IMST method except around Mach 1. In addition, the current ACSYNT afterbody 

drag correlations greatly underpredict the afterbody drag at supersonic speeds. 

The F14 represents a slightly more complicated twin engine configuration, and the F14 

test case results are shown in Figure 12. In this test case, the hybrid approach did well at 

supersonic speeds while at subsonic speeds the afterbody drag was slightly over predicted. 

The current ACSYNT correlations perform well subsonically, but greatly underpredict the 

afterbody drag at supersonic speeds. 
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The last test case represents the F18 test case, and the results are shown in Figure 13. 

This nozzle configuration will have larger interference effects than the other two test 

cases, since the nozzles are narrowly spaced. The results of the F18 test case show that 

the hybrid approach overestimates the subsonic afterbody drag, while supersonically the 

approach performs the best in the low supersonic regime. At supersonic Mach numbers 

the error in the hybrid approach increases as the Mach number increases. As also seen in 

the previous two test cases, the current ACSYNT correlations greatly underpredict the 

afterbody drag at supersonic speeds for the F18. 

In summary, the original ACSYNT correlations perform poorly at supersonic Mach 

numbers for all three test cases. While the original correlations perform fairly well at 

transonic Mach numbers for the F16 and F18 test cases, this is not the most critical 

performance point. Aircraft spend well less than 1 percent of the total flight time in this 

transonic region. In general, aircraft accelerate straight through the transonic region, so 

that as little fuel as possible is wasted in this region of large drag rise. This indicates that 

in many cases the transonic performance is not the design driver of the three flight 

regimes. It is also important to note that the total afterbody drag coefficient is the sum of 

the EBR or IMST drag coefficient and the drag delta coefficient. Adding the drag deltas 

to the IMST drag coefficient will make the error in the original ACS YNT correlation even 

greater. This indicates that the hybrid approach will give much better results than the 

current ACS YNT correlations. 
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From these test cases, it was decided to incorporate the hybrid approach into ACSYNT. 

Since the IMST test data was created with PIPSI, the results of the hybrid approach will 

most likely be different from these test cases. The hybrid approach will use different drag 

correlations and data that will possibly improve the results. If these different methods do 

not improve the results, the accuracy of the original test cases could be attained by 

reverting back to the method incorporated in PIPSI. Another advantage of the hybrid 

approach is the expanded capabilities by the addition of two dimensional nozzles which 

currently are not supported by the original ACSYNT afterbody drag correlations. The 

assumption and the approach of the Hybrid method are summarized in Table 7. 

Table 7 Summary of the Hybrid Approach and Assumption 
    
    

Hybrid Approach CDatterbody = CDmst + CDprag Deltas 
  

Hybrid Assumption       Afterbody EBR Drag ~ Afterbody IMST Drag       
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5.0 Incorporation of the IMST Method into ACSYNT 

Following the selection of the Hybrid approach for afterbody drag prediction, the integral 

mean slope truncated (IMST) method and the drag delta calculations had to be 

incorporated into ACSYNT. In this section the incorporation of the IMST method is 

discussed. This is done in four parts. First, the IMST prediction method is outlined. This 

is followed by the explanation of the graphical user interface for interactively selecting the 

control variables and components for the IMST calculation. Next, the use of the 

spreadsheet is discussed, including the required variables for the hybrid approach. Finally, 

the calculation procedure for the IMST parameters and the drag coefficient based on this 

parameter is presented. For the remainder of this section, the term IMST drag coefficients 

refers to the IMST parameters and the afterbody drag coefficient based on this parameter. 

The IMST drag coefficients are calculated during the creation of the input file. This is 

advantageous for several reasons. Most importantly, the IMST afterbody drag 

coefficients can be stored in a table format. By storing this table in the input file, the user 

will only have to calculate the IMST parameters and drag coefficients once. If no major 

modifications are made to the engine nacelles or engine afterbodies, the IMST drag 

coefficients will not have to be recalculated. Another advantage of this method is that 

complex geometry that can not be analyzed by the analysis code can be input for the IMST 
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afterbody drag calculation. Following the IMST drag coefficient calculation, a simpler 

geometry can be input for the ACSYNT analysis. Other advantages include not having to 

calculate the IMST each time the propulsion module is executed. This greatly increases 

the speed of the analysis calculation. A final advantage is that with a well designed 

graphical user interface, the user will be able to quickly select the components and the 

control variables for the calculation of the IMST drag coefficients. 

5.1 IMST Calculation Procedure 

The IMST calculation process that was briefly introduced in Section 2 will now be 

explained in greater detail. Figure 14 illustrates the calculation steps required for 

determining the IMST drag coefficients. The method shown in Figure 14 is applicable to 

afterbodies at subsonic Mach numbers equipped with axisymmetric nozzles. While the 

calculation procedure of the actual IMST parameter is the same for all types of nozzles, 

the correlations used for converting the IMST parameter to an afterbody drag coefficient 

differ depending on the type of nozzle and flight Mach number. The calculation procedure 

begins with the geometry of the afterbody. From the afterbody geometry, the cross- 

sectional area distribution in the longitudinal direction can be determined. The cross- 

sectional area, A , and longitudinal location, X, are then non-dimensionalized. The cross- 

sectional area is non-dimensionalized by dividing the area by Ayo, while the diameter of a 

circle having an area equal to Ajo is used to non-dimensionalize the longitudinal location. 

As shown in Figure 14, the afterbody terminology Aj9 represents the maximum cross- 

sectional area, while Ag represents the nozzle exit area. The slope of this non-dimensional 

variation can then be compared to the truncation parameter. If the slope of the actual area 
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a(A/ Ajo) 
, is greater than the truncation slope for the particular Mach 

d(X / D,,) 
variation, ( 

number, the slope of the actual area variation is replaced by the value of the IMS 

truncation slope. Following the truncation process the IMST parameter can then be 

calculated. Equation (5.1) expresses the integral for the calculation of the IMST 

parameter [Braz75]. 

1.0 d(A/ Ajo) 

IMST _ dol nos A(X | D,q) 

1— (Ay | Aj) 

A(A / Aj) 
  (5.1) 

where: 

A =Crtoss sectional area 

Aig = Maximum cross sectional area 

Ag = Nozzle exit cross sectional area 

X = Fuselage station location measured from Ajqg location 

D., = Equivalent diameter of circular cross section with same area as Ajo 

The IMST parameter can then be used in empirical correlations that convert the IMST 

parameter to the afterbody drag coefficient. The conversion correlations are functions of 

Mach number and afterbody type. Table 8 summarizes the steps required for determining 

the IMST afterbody drag coefficients. 
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Table 8 Steps Required for Determining IMST Afterbody Drag Coefficient 

  
  

1. Determine afterbody area distribution in the longitudinal direction 
  

2. Non-dimensionalize the cross-sectional area and the longitudinal location 
  

3. Compare slope of non-dimensional area plot to IMS Truncation Slope 
  

Numerically integrate to determine the IMST Parameter 
  

. Create table of IMST Parameters as function of Mach number 
      Use IMST Parameter Correlation to determine the Afterbody Drag Coefficient     
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5.2 Graphical User Interface for IMST Calculation 

If the IMST drag prediction method is to be utilized, the user must be provided with a 

convenient method to control the calculation of the IMST drag coefficients. To facilitate 

this calculation a graphical user interface (GUI) was created under the AFTERBODY 

DRAG menu item in the propulsion module. 

5.2.1 Two-Dimensional Input Window for the Afterbody Drag GUI 

Following the selection of the AFTERBODY DRAG menu item, the user will have full 

control of the ACSYNT geometry and analysis input files, the 3-D geometry views, and 

the control parameters for the calculation of the IMST drag coefficients. The user will 

have the ability to load or change the input analysis and geometry files from the 

AFTERBODY IMST COMPS 2-D window. The files displayed in this 2-D window will 

be loaded even following the exit of the propulsion module. The user will also be able to 

apply translations, rotations, or scaling to geometry in the 3-D window with the valuators 

or change the active view if more than one view is displayed. Most importantly, the user 

will have the ability to pick components to be added to the list of IMST components. An 

IMST component is defined as a user selected component for the IMST drag coefficient 

calculation. These IMST components and the control variables for the calculation of the 

IMST drag coefficient are displayed in the AFTERBODY IMST COMPS 2-D window. 

This 2-D window is shown in Figure 15. The user can select any of the items in the 2-D 

window and modify the values. Following Figure 15 is an explanation of all the menu 

items in the AFTERBODY IMST COMPS 2-D window. 
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AFTERBODY IMST COMPS 

  

ANALYSIS INPUT FILE : ACSINP 

GEOMETRY FILE : ACSGEOM 

COLOR INDEX : 5 

TILE DENSITY INUDIR : 4 

TILE DENSITY INW DIR : 4 

NUMBER F.S. FOR IMST : 50 

COMPONENT ONE  : AFT_BODY 
% COMPONENT FOR IMST : 100% 

COMPONENT TWO : NONE 
% COMPONENT FOR IMST : 0% 

COMPONENT THREE : NONE 
% COMPONENT FOR IMST : 0% 

COMPONENT FOUR : NONE 
% COMPONENT FOR IMST : 0%       

Figure 15 2-D Window for Control of IMST Drag Coefficient Calculation 

ANALYSIS INPUT FILE 

GEOMETRY FILE 

The user can select either of the file items from the 2-D window and load a new 

analysis or geometry input file. These files will become the active input and 

geometry files in ACS YNT, even after exiting the propulsion module. 
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COLOR INDEX 

The color index allows for the color of the afterbody components to be changed. 

All the selected IMST components will have the color defined by this index. When 

a component is no longer an IMST component, the color is returned to the original 

color stored in the ACS YNT database. 

TILE DENSITY IN U DIR 

TILE DENSITY IN W DIR 

Both of the tile density variables control the accuracy of the area calculations when 

the IMST parameters are calculated. 

NUMBER EF.S. FOR IMST 

This value controls the number of sections the IMST component is divided into for 

area calculations and numerical integration. Together, the tile density and number 

of section variables control the accuracy and also the computation time required to 

calculate the IMST drag coefficients. 

COMPONENT ONE to FOUR 
% COMPONENT FOR IMST 

The user can select up to four IMST components for the IMST drag coefficient 

calculations. Globally symmetric components such as the right and left wing 

nacelle only count as one component. This will allow for the selection of up to 

eight components if each of the IMST components is globally symmetric. With 

each individual component, the user can select the percent of the IMST component 

to be used for the IMST calculation. This percentage is measured from the aft 
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portion of the corresponding IMST component i.e. 25 percent would use only the 

back quarter of an IMST component for the calculation. 

All the variables are stored in the AFTERBODY IMST COMPS 2-D window until 

"return" is selected at the main propulsion menu. This allows the user to go back and 

forth between the propulsion spreadsheet and the afterbody drag GUI. The user can make 

adjustments in the propulsion spreadsheet and then return to the afterbody drag GUI and 

recalculate the IMST drag coefficients with the same control parameter from the 2-D 

window. This capability simplifies the iteration process, since the afterbody drag control 

variables do not have to be re-entered each time the propulsion spreadsheet is entered. 

The propulsion spreadsheet is discussed later in this section. 

5.2.2 Selecting an [MST Component with the GUI 

The graphical user interface also provides the user with an interactive way to select 

components for the IMST calculation. The user has the capability of adding or replacing 

components for the IMST calculation in two ways. The user can pick a component on the 

aircraft or pick the menu item on the AFTERBODY IMST COMPS 2-D window. The 

menu item pick option is accomplished by selecting the menu itm COMPONENT ONE 

through FOUR. The menu items displaying NONE are not pickable until an IMST 

component is selected for that particular IMST component number. Therefore, an IMST 

component must already be displayed in the COMPONENT ONE through FOUR items 

before it can be picked. 
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Option 1: Pict f ircraf 

After picking a component the user will be prompted to: 

ADD, CANCEL OR REPLACE IMST COMP? (A/C/R) 

String input 'A' adds the selected component as the next available IMST 

component on the 2-D window. 

String input 'C' cancels or ignores the selected IMST component and continues. 

String input 'R' replaces the last IMST component in the 2-D window with the 

selected component. 

If four IMST components are already selected, the user will only have the option to 

replace or cancel the selected IMST component. 

Option 2; Pick IMST nent from 2-D wind 

After selecting an IMST component from the 2-D window the user will be prompted to: 

ADD, DELETE OR REPLACE IMST COMP? (A/DIR) 

String input 'A' adds an IMST as the next available component in the 2-D 

window. 

String input 'D' deletes the selected IMST component from the 2-D window. 

String input 'R' replaces the selected IMST component in the 2-D window. 

If four IMST components are already selected, the user will only have the option to delete 

or replace the selected IMST component. 

Following the input of ‘A’ or 'R' the user will be prompted to pick a component from the 

aircraft. Following the selection of a component, the user can cancel the operation or 

continue as previously requested with an add or replace IMST component operation. The 

cancel option provides the user an exit if the wrong component is selected. 
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5.2.3 Error Handling for Afterbody Drag GUI 

To add to the functionality of the graphical user interface, it also contains built-in error 

handling to aid the user. The following error messages are provided in the propulsion 

module under the AFTERBODY DRAG menu: 

1, "FILE NOT FOUND" means that the ACSYNT input file was not found. The 

input file does not exist. To try again the user must again select the ANALYSIS 

INPUT FILE option from the 2-D window. 

2. "GEOMETRY FILE NOT FOUND" means that the ACSYNT geometry file was 

not found. The geometry input file does not exist. To try again the user must 

again select the GEOMETRY FILE option. 

3. "WRONG FILE TYPE" means that an analysis input file name was typed when the 

user was prompted for a geometry input, or vice versa. To try again the user must 

again select the appropriate file load menu item. 

4. "MUST LOAD INPUT FILE TO CALCULATE IMST" means that the IMST 

option was selected without loading an analysis input file. An analysis input file 

must be loaded before the IMST drag coefficients are calculated. 

3. "COMPONENT ALREADY SELECTED" means the component selected is already 

a current IMST Component. The same component can not be used for the IMST 

drag coefficient calculation twice. 
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10. 

"CAN NOT DELETE ALL COMPONENTS" means the user tried to delete the 

IMST components. There must always be at least one IMST component selected. 

When there is only one IMST component it can only be replaced with another 

component NOT deleted. 

"NO INPUT GEOMETRY" means the CALCULATE IMST option was selected 

when no input geometry was loaded or the component ID number of the IMST 

component does not exist. The user should make sure that a geometry file is 

loaded and a visible component is selected for the IMST Component. 

"ERROR AREA IS CONSTANTLY INCREASING" means that the geometry is not 

suitable for an afterbody IMST calculation. Such geometry will have a 

continuously increasing cross-sectional area and should not be used for CDIMST 

calculation. 

"NOT ENOUGH GOOD DATA TO ACCURATELY FIND IMST" means that the 

component is not suitable for an afterbody IMST calculation. Such geometry will 

have a nearly continuously increasing cross-sectional area and should not be used 

for the CDIMST calculation. 

"BAD DATA IN AREA CALCULATIONS" means that the cross-section areas 

contain regions of decreasing cross-sectional areas followed by regions of 

increasing cross-sectional areas. This may cause unpredictable results. 
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11."JNVALID INPUT AFTTPE IN SPREADSHEET" means that the value of 

AFTTPE in the propulsion spreadsheet is not in the allowable range 

(1<=AFTTPE<=5). The user should return to the propulsion spreadsheet and 

confirm the value is within this range. 

While most of the errors are self explanatory, errors 8, 9, and 10 will be discussed in more 

depth. These errors are different from the rest of the errors in that errors 8, 9, and 10 

result from improper application of the IMST methodology. Figure 16 illustrates three 

acceptable afterbody configurations and three which will cause errors 8, 9, and 10. Figure 

16 a) represents a normal wing mounted nacelle. The routine is designed to iteratively 

find the maximum cross-sectional area from this point forward the integral mean slope will 

be evaluated. Therefore, the first portion of Figure 16 a) will not be included in the IMST 

parameter calculation. Figure 16 b) represents a standard fuselage blended afterbody, and 

no errors will be generated by calculating the IMST parameter for such a geometry. The 

last of the acceptable afterbodies is Figure 16 c). While this afterbody does have an 

increasing cross-sectional area very near the trailing edge, this small portion of the 

afterbody will be neglected during the IMST integration. 

Figures 16 d), e), and f) display components which will give error messages 8, 9, and 10, 

respectively. Error 8, "ERROR AREA IS CONSTANTLY INCREASING" is provided since 

the afterbody IMST method determines the drag on the aft facing portions of the 

afterbody. If the cross-sectional area is constantly increasing, there will be no aft facing 

areas. This error handling method will keep the user from inadvertently using an 

increasing cross-sectional area component. None of the IMST parameter correlations are 

accurate for such a component. Error 9, "NOT ENOUGH GOOD DATA TO 

ACCURATELY FIND IMST" is similar to error 8, except for this error applies only when 
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the area is increasing a majority of the time. The last error shown in Figure 16 f), error 

10, "BAD DATA IN AREA CALCULATIONS" is required to warn the user about 

problems with the IMST component that occur in the mid-section of the component. 

While the cross-sectional area eventually begins to decrease, at some point the cross- 

sectional area begins to increase in area again. This will cause unpredictable errors in the 

IMST drag coefficient calculation. 

  

     
  

a) Acceptable Afterbody b) Acceptable Afterbody 
    

  

    

  

    
  

°e) Error 9 | f) Error 10     
  

Figure 16 Acceptable and Error Causing Afterbody Configurations 
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Figure 14 IMST Calculation Process for Subsonic Axisymmetric Configuration 
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5.3 Use of ACSYNT Spreadsheet for Data Handling 

The spreadsheet of ACSYNT is used for storing and modifying data when creating an 

input file. For the IMST afterbody drag calculation, the propulsion spreadsheet will be 

used differently than it was used for the old afterbody drag analysis. Previously, all of the 

inputs had to be manually entered into the propulsion spreadsheet, but now with the new 

afterbody method, some of the input data will be automatically written to the spreadsheet. 

This input data will be written to the spreadsheet following the execution of the 

CALCULATE IMST option discussed in the previous section. The AFTBD namelist is 

used to store the AFTerBoDy input data required to perform the new afterbody analysis. 

One of the goals during the design of this new afterbody drag analysis was to minimize the 

input data the user was required to enter. This goal was partially attained by computing 

input geometric data during the calculation of the IMST drag coefficients. This geometric 

output data is then automatically written to the propulsion spreadsheet, from which it can 

be loaded into an input file for the execution of ACSYNT. By automatically writing this 

geometric data to the spreadsheet, the user will not have to go into the geometric module 

and calculate these inputs by hand. Another goal in the design of the input data for the 

spreadsheet was to provide reasonable defaults for the input data in the AFTBD namelist. 

The AFTBD namelist consists of variables of three categories: 

1. IMST Drag Coefficient Calculation Input Variables 

2. Analysis Input Variables 

3. IMST Drag Coefficient Calculation Output Variables 
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The first category represents data that must be input into the propulsion spreadsheet 

before the calculation of the IMST drag coefficients with the GUI. These variables that 

control the calculation of the Integral Mean Slope Truncated drag coefficient, CDIMST, 

are listed in Table 9. In general, the afterbody type flag, AFTTPE, is the only variable that 

will have to be modified before the calculation of the CDIMST. The default is AFTTPE = 

1 for a single engine axisymmetric nozzle/afterbody. If another type of configuration is 

being analyzed, this input should be changed. The new afterbody control flag will be 

automatically set to use the new afterbody method following the calculation of the 

CDIMST. The other inputs have reasonable default values and most of the time will not 

have to be modified. The MACHAB and BETAAB values will be used to create the 

CDIMST table which will be used with a table look up routine to estimate the IMST drag 

coefficient at various power settings. 

The second category of variables is used only in the analysis portion of ACSYNT and is 

required input for the calculation of the afterbody drag deltas. These variables must be 

input before the ACSYNT analysis is executed. The drag delta inputs that must be 

manually entered are listed in Table 10. These inputs are handled like the inputs in the 

LEWIS and INLET namelists in ACSYNT. Most of the variables listed in Table 10 are 

the drag delta scale factors that will multiply the drag delta coefficient. These scale factors 

provide the user with matching capabilities as well as a way to account for technological 

advances. The remaining three inputs in Table 10 are the base area of the afterbody, the 

base area of the interfairing, and the wrap angle of the boom. 
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Table 9 Namelist AFTBD IMST Drag Coefficient Calculation Input Variables 

  

  

  

NAME Default 

  

Description 
  

NEWAFT 0 Execution control flag for the NEW AFTerbody drag method 

0 = use old afterbody methods 

1 = use new afterbody methods 

Will automatically be set to 1 if IMST drag is calculated 
  

AFTTPE Afterbody Type Flag 

1 = Single Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 

or Podded Engine with variable nozzle 
2 = Single Engine 2-D Convergent Divergent Nozzle 

3 = Twin Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 

4 = Twin Engine 2-D Convergent Divergent Nozzle 

5 = Podded Single Engine Per Nacelle with Fixed Nozzle 
  

CCPT 80.0 Customer Connect Point or nozzle connect location 

Expressed as a percentage of total afterbody length 

Measured from afterbody most forward location 

CCPT should be (0 % < CCPT < 95 %) 

The CCPT is ignored for podded engines (AFTTPE=5) 
  

SFIMST 1.0 Scale Factor for IMST afterbody drag calculation 
  

MACHAB Array(10) 

0.2 - 2.0 

Mach Numbers for IMST afterbody drag calculation 

(CDIMST) will be function of MACHAB 
  

BETAAB       Array(3) 

5.0 

10.0 

15.0   Boattail angles for IMST afterbody drag calculation 
(degrees) 

(1) --> Wide open condition (0 < BETA(1) < 35) 

(2) --> Intermediate rating (BETA(1) < BETA(2) < 40) 

(3) --> Cruise Condition (BETA(2) < BETA(3) < 45) 

(CDIMST) will be function of BETAAB 

The BETAAB is ignored for podded engines (AFTTPE=5)       
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Table 10 Namelist AFTBD Analysis Input Variables 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

          

NAME | Default Description 

SF3DEF 1.0 Scale Factor for 3-D Effects. 

Accounts for afterbodies that are not axisymmetric 

Accounts for nozzle spacing. 

Should be nearly 0.0 for podded engines (AFTTPE = 5). 

SFBASE 1.0 Scale Factor for drag on base area near a jet 

Accounts for drag of aft facing base areas 

ARBASE 0.10 | Aft facing base area per engine (ft*2) 

SFBOOM 0.0 Scale Factor for drag on booms extending beyond nozzle exit 

Input is ignored for podded engines (AFTTPE = 5) 

THBOOM | 120.0 | Wrap angle of boom around plume (degrees) 

Input is ignored for podded engines (AFTTPE = 5) 

SFEPNZ 1.0 | Scale Factor for Empennage/Nozzle Interference 

Input is ignored for podded engines (AFTTPE = 5) 

SFFAIR 1.0 Scale Factor for drag on interfairings 

Input is ignored for podded engines (AFTTPE = 5) 

BSFAIR 0.0 | Base area of interfairings (ft*2) 

Interfairing base area = 0.0 for pointed interfairings 

Input is ignored for podded engines (AFTTPE = 5) 

SFPYNC 1.0 | Scale Factor for pylon/nacelle interference drag 

Input is ONLY used for podded engines (AFTTPE = 5)         
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The final category of namelist AFTBD variables are the variables that are written to the 

spreadsheet following the calculation of the IMST drag coefficient. The IMST drag 

coefficient is written to the propulsion spreadsheet as an array of thirty numbers. As 

previously mentioned, the IMST drag is a function of the Mach number and boattail angle 

and will be used with table look up routines during the execution of the ACSYNT 

analysis. Table 11 illustrates the format of the IMST drag coefficient table and how to 

read the IMST drag table. For example, in this table CDIMST(22) corresponds to the 

afterbody drag at Mach number, MACHAB(2) = 0.4, and boattail angle, BETAAB(3) = 

0.15. All of the variables that are automatically calculated when the CDIMST table is 

calculated are shown in Table 12. All of these variables, except for the CDIMST and 

IMSTRA, are geometric variables and are used for the calculation of the drag delta 

coefficients during the execution of the ACSYNT analysis. The user should be warned 

that under certain conditions these geometric output variables may be unreasonable. If the 

geometric variables seem unreasonable, they should be manually modified following the 

execution of the IMST drag calculation. These geometric values have no effect on the 

IMST calculation and are only necessary for the drag delta calculation. 

Table 11 Example of IMST Drag Coefficient Table in Propulsion Spreadsheet 

    

  

  

  

     
   
    
    
   

  

  
  

    

        
  

    

—!} —— = 

MACHAB(1) = | MACHAB(9) MACHAB(10) 

0.2 1.8 2.0 

BETAAB(1) | CDIMST(1) => CDIMST(9) CDIMST(10) 

5.0 0012 1289 0651 

BETAAB(2) | CDIMST(11) => CDIMST(19) CDIMST(20) 

10.0 0019 1534 0796 

= CDIMST(29) CDIMST(30) 

2413 1242                 
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Table 12 Namelist AFTBD IMST Drag Coefficient Calculation Output Variables** 
  

NAME Default Description 
  

CDIMST Array(30) 
30*(0.0) 

Array of IMST Drag Coefficients (CD's) 

These CD's are functions of Boattail Angle and Mach number 

e.g. CDIMST(14) is a function of MACHAB(4) and BETAAB(2) 

CD's are based on the Integral Mean Slope Truncated (IMST) 

IMST CD's will be added to the Drag Deltas 

The Drag Deltas are calculated during the execution of the 

ACSYNT Analysis Module 
  

IMSTRA 0.0 Reference Area Used for Calculation of CDIMST (ft42) 

This reference area is only for IMST Drag Coefficients and is 

NOT the drag reference area used by the ACSYNT Analysis 
  

BDYLNF 0.0 Length of Afterbody (ft) 

Based on IMST Component 1 when calculating IMST CD 
  

SPCNOZ 0.0 Nozzle center line distances (ft) 

Only calculated for two engine configuration (AFTTPE=3 or 4) 

Based on IMST Component 1 when calculating IMST CD 
  

AR2DNZ 0.0 2-D Nozzle aspect ratio = Width Nozzle/Height Nozzle 

Only calculated for 2-D nozzles (AFTTPE = 2 or 4) 

Based on IMST Component 1 when calculating IMST CD 
  

VXLENF 0.0 Parameter for Empennage/Nozzle Interference 

Distance from nozzle trailing edge to vertical tail trailing edge 

Distance is positive for Vtail trailing edge in front of Nozzle TE 

Set equal to -999 if there are no vertical tails 

Based on IMST Component 1 when calculating IMST CD 
  

HXLENF     LL   0.0   Parameter for Empennage/Nozzle Interference 

Distance from nozzle trailing edge to horizontal tail trailing edge 

Distance is positive for Htail trailing in front of nozzle TE 

Set equal to -999 if there are no horizontal tails 

Based on IMST component 1 when calculating IMST CD 
  

  

—, a 
a 

— 

    
  

  

““ Note: The user should be warned that under some conditions the results will not be 
reasonable for the following geometric output variables: AR2DNX, SPCNOZ, VXLENF, 
HXLENF. If this should be the case the user should manually enter reasonable values for 

these variables following the calculation of the CDIMST. These variables have no effect 

on the CDIMST calculation and are necessary only for the drag delta calculation in the 
ACSYNT Analysis module. —« * 
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5.4 Calculation of the IMST Parameters and the Afterbody Drag Tables 

Following the selection of values for the following input parameters 

from the spreadsheet: 

e Afterbody type 

e Customer connect point 

e IMST scale factor 

e Boattail angles 

e Mach numbers 

and from the AFTERBODY IMST COMPS 2-D Window: 

e Component Tile Density 

e Number of sections for IMST integration 

e IMST Components 

e Percentage of IMST components for IMST calculation 

the IMST afterbody drag coefficients may be calculated by selecting the CALCULATE 

IMST menu item. The process that occurs following the selection of this menu item is 

discussed in this section. The procedure for calculating the IMST parameters and the 

IMST afterbody drag table is shown in Figure 17. Three nested loops are required for this 

calculation. The outer loop accounts for each of the user defined IMST components. If 

the user selects three IMST components, the IMST afterbody drag coefficient is the sum 

of the IMST drag coefficients for the three IMST components. The inner two loops 

account for each of the boattail angles and Mach numbers of which the IMST afterbody 

drag coefficients are a function. 
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|   

  

Loop for each IMST component 
  

  

  

              

=> 1-Find cross-sectional area of IMST component 

2-Check area array 

3-If IMST COMP = 1 Load spreadsheet data 

tT Loop for each Boattail Angle 

=> 4-Modify area array to account for each boattail angle 

5-If IMST COMP = 1 Find input data for Drag Delta catc. 

tt Loop for each Mach number 

ft => | 6-Convert to slope array 

7-If Mach < 1.0 Determine in truncation is needed 

tt tt ft \ | 8-Integrate slope array to find IMST Parameter 

9-Find Ajg and Ag 

tt ft \) | 10-If IMST COMP = 1 Initialize drags to zero 

ft 11-Find IMST drags for the IMST Component, 
Boattail angle, and Mach Number 

= 12-Sum IMST drags for each IMST component 

| = Next Mach Number 

| <= Next Boattail angle 

Next IMST Comp 

13-Write results to spreadsheet     a 
——   ————" 

Figure 17 Process of Calculating the IMST Parameters and the IMST Drag Table 
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Steps 1 to 3 

The first step of this process is to find the cross-sectional areas of the IMST component. 

These areas must then be checked to make sure the cross-sectional area distribution is 

such that it is reasonable to calculate the IMST parameter for the IMST component. 

Unreasonable area distributions were discussed in the error handling portion of Section 

5.2. The next step involves the reading of input data from the propulsion spreadsheet. 

This step is only performed for the first IMST component, since the same spreadsheet 

input data is used for each of the IMST components. 

Steps 4 to 5 

The next loop is for each of the three boattail angles entered as input from the propulsion 

spreadsheet. The fourth step in the IMST drag coefficient calculation is to modify the 

area distribution of the afterbody. The cross-sectional area is modified so that the new 

area distribution has the same boattail angle as input in the propulsion spreadsheet. This is 

accomplished by using the known area at the customer connect point and a bisection 

routine. The bisection routine iteratively converges on the nozzle exit area that will have 

the desired boattail angle. The area of the axisymmetric nozzle between the customer 

connect point and the nozzle exit area is then modified by equation (5.2). This expression 

applies a linear variation in the cross-sectional area from the "as drawn" geometry with an 

arbitrary boattail angle to the "desired" geometry with the spreadsheet input boattail angle. 

The first endpoint interpolates the radius at the customer connect point, while the second 

endpoint interpolates the nozzle exit radius found with the bisection routine. The last step 
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in modifying the cross-section area array is to convert the radius to an area which is 

expressed in equation (5.3). 

Axisymmetric Nozzles 

X-X 
Rad(X) = Radpyayn(X) + (Radyozre — RadyozrE Drawn) (*- kee} (5.2) 

oz 

Area(X)=x(Rad(X))* (5.3) 

Where: 

Rad(X) = Calculated radius at X for (Xc¢c < X < Xyo7) 

Radprawn(X) = Radius as drawn at longitudinal location, X 

Radyo TE = Calculated radius at nozzle exit for given boattail angle 

RadnozTE_Drawn = Radius at the nozzle exit as the IMST component is drawn 

X = Longitudinal location (Xc¢c < X < Xyoz) 

Xcc = Longitudinal location of customer connect point 

XNozTE = Longitudinal location of nozzle exit 

Area(X) = Cross-sectional area at longitudinal location, X 

Similar expressions were derived for 2-D nozzles involving the height of the nozzle rather 

than the radius of the nozzle. The expressions are shown in equations (5.4) to (5.6). The 

assumption made involving 2-D nozzles is that the aspect ratio is constant from the 

maximum cross-sectional area to the nozzle exit. With this assumption, the area of the 

nozzle between the customer connect point and the nozzle exit can be found using 

expression (5.6). 
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2-D Nozzles 

  

X-X 
Ht(X)= Atprawn(X ) + (Htyosre ~~ HtnozTE ran A ee—) (5.4) 

XNozTE ~ XCc 

Width 
2D= (5.5) 

Height 1 

Area(X) =2.0x Ht(X)x./ Aredno,rr X ARop (5.6) 

Where: 

Ht(X) = Calculated height/2.0 at X for (Xoc < X < XyQ7) 

Htprawn(X) = Height/2.0 as drawn at longitudinal location, X 

HtnozTE = Calculated height/2.0 at nozzle exit for given boattail angle 

HtnozTE Drawn = Height/2.0 at the nozzle exit as IMST component is drawn 

Xx = Longitudinal location (X¢c < X < Xy,,) 

Xoc = Longitudinal location of customer connect point 

XNozTE = Longitudinal location of nozzle exit 

AR»p = Aspect ratio of 2-D nozzle 

Width jo = Width at afterbody maximum cross-sectional area 

Height,o = Height at afterbody maximum cross-sectional area 

Area(X) = Cross-sectional area at longitudinal location, X 

Another afterbody geometry that must be accounted for is the wing mounted or podded 

nacelles with fixed nozzles (AFTTPE = 5). For these types of afterbodies, the boattail 

angle is not variable. Therefore, the IMST drag coefficient is for the geometry as it is 
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drawn. During the IMST drag coefficient calculation for fixed nozzles, all the boattail 

angles are set to zero and only CDIMST(1) to CDIMST(10) have non-zero values. 

During the fifth step of the CDIMST calculation, the geometric input variables for the 

drag delta calculations are calculated. The drag delta input variables are based on the first 

IMST component. Depending on the afterbody and nozzle type, there can be as many as 

six required geometric input variables. These variables are the IMST reference area 

(IMSTRA), afterbody length (BDYLNF), nozzle spacing (SPCNOZ), 2-D nozzle aspect 

ratio (AR2DNZ), distance from vertical tail to nozzle exit (WXLENF), and distance from 

horizontal tail to nozzle exit (HXLENF). All these variables are defined in Section 5.3. 

The sixth step from Figure 17 is to convert the cross-sectional area distribution to the non- 

A(A/ Ay) 
dimensional slope array, 

d(X / Deg) 
} for integration of the IMST. This conversion 

uses a divided difference method as expressed in equations (5.7), (5.8), and (5.9). For the 

exterior points, equations (5.7) and (5.9) represent the derivative of a quadratic 

interpolation formula at the respective points. Equation (5.5) represents the central 

difference equation applied at the interior points. 
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Non-Dimensional Slope Array 

of A}. (42 |-( 42) 
[a4/Au)) | Aw) (Ato) Ato 

1 

  

  

  

  

= for first point 5.4 
d(X /D,,) X,-Xyy Xi — Xi or first poin (5.4) 

Dg Dg 

Ars _ Ary 

d(A/ Ajo) Aigo Ayo . oo, . 
————— | = for interior points (5.5) 
a / D.,) ; X141 — X10 _ X7-1 — X19 P 

Deg Deg 

  

“ Ay ) _ {| _ (42 
A A (: (A/ As) _ 10 Ato 10 for last point (5.6) 

N   d(X / D.,) Xy — X40 _ Xy_2 ~ X10 

D., D., 

Where: 

Ay = Area at the Ith longitudinal location 

Ajo = Area at the maximum cross-sectional area 

XT = Ith Longitudinal location (X19 <X < Xo) 

Deg = yo , Diameter of circle of area equivalent to Aj9 

X10 = Longitudinal location of maximum cross-sectional area 
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The seventh step of the CDIMST calculation is the application of the slope truncation for 

subsonic Mach numbers, if necessary. The truncation data was taken from the PIPSI 

program [Ball78] and is shown in Table 13. With this data, a quadratic interpolation 

method was used to determine the truncation slope for the input Mach numbers. If the 

actual slope of the afterbody is found to be greater than the truncation slope, the 

truncation slope is substituted for the actual slope at that point. This process is continued 

for each point on the afterbody. 

Table 13 Truncation Mach Number Database [Ball78] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Mach Number Truncation Slope | 

0.00 3.00 

0.20 2.97 

0.40 2.93 

0.60 2.75 

0.80 2.35 

1.00 0.80               

  

  

  

Following the correction of the slope array with the truncation slope, the slope array can 

now be numerically integrated. Two methods were tested for the integration method. 

The first algorithm tested was Simpson's rule, a second degree method. The problem 

encountered with Simpson's algorithm is that the data needs to be equally spaced. This 

would require modifying the slope array so that the values of the slope array were at 

equally spaced values of A/A;,. The second algorithm tested was the trapezoidal rule, a 
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degree one method. This algorithm does not require the input data to be equally spaced. 

Following testing, it was found that both methods had effectively the same order of 

accuracy. Both methods gave results well within the accuracy of the IMST correlations. 

The error introduced by modifying the slope array to equally spaced data caused the 

Simpson's method to perform no better or worse than the much simpler trapezoidal rule. 

The trapezoidal rule also required less computations than Simpson's rule. These factors 

led to the selection of the trapezoid algorithm to integrate the IMST expression. The 

trapezoid rule is expressed in equation (5.6). 

Trapezoidal Rule 

(4st 
1.0 d(A/ Ajo) #FS-1 Ajo A d(A/ Ajo) d(A/ Ajo) —— 19" gt(A/ Ayo) = tlTyID_) 

Asia a(X /Deg) (A7%0) 2 2.0 A(X /Deq) J, (MUX /Deq) j,41 

(5.6) 

  

Following the integration of the slope array, the maximum cross-sectional area and the 

nozzle exit can be found from the cross-sectional area array. With these cross-sectional 

areas and the result of the numerical integration, equation (5.1) can be evaluated to yield 

the IMST parameter. 
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Steps 10 - 12 

These next steps from Figure 17 involve the use of afterbody drag tables and IMST 

parameter correlations. During the calculation of the IMST drag coefficient for the first 

IMST component, the IMST drag coefficients are initialized to zero. This step is required, 

since the total IMST afterbody coefficient is the sum of the afterbody drags for all the 

IMST components. 

Steps 11 and 12 involve the actual calculation of the afterbody drag coefficient for the 

particular IMST component under consideration. This afterbody drag coefficient is a 

function of the afterbody type, the ratio of the maximum cross-sectional area to nozzle 

exit area (Aj9/Ag), flight Mach number, the user defined drag scale factor (SFIMST), and 

the IMST parameter. Table 14 outlines the calculation process, while Figure 18 gives a 

graphical description of this process. 

Cpo Drag Table 

The result of step 11a is the drag coefficient of a similar afterbody, CD 9. The afterbody is 

similar because it is equipped with the same type of nozzle and has the same Aj1Q/Ag ratio. 

This drag coefficient, Cpo, is calculated with a table look up routine that uses the Mach 

number and the Aj(/Ag ratio to interpolate a value of Cp. The data for the Cpo drag 

tables was taken from PIPSI [Ball78]. The four Cpo tables are shown in Tables 15, 16, 

17, and 18. A drag table exists for single and twin engine axisymmetric configurations as 
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Table 14 Calculation process of IMST Drag Coefficient 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      IMST drag scale factor   

Step > Output Process Inputs Required 

lla> Cy, Find afterbody drag from Afterbody Type 

database of afterbody drags Mach Number 

Aio/Ag 
11b © Coacmsr | Find actual geometry IMST Afterbody Type 

drag coefficient from IMST IMST of Actual Geometry 

afterbody drag correlations (AGIMST) 

Mach Number 

llc > TBIMST | Find IMST parameter for Afterbody Type 

geometry used to make the A10/Ag of Actual 

drag table Geometry 

11d S Corpmsrt | Find Table Geometry IMST Afterbody Type 

drag coefficient from IMST IMST of Table Geometry 

parameter correlations (TBIMST) 

Mach Number 

lle 9 Cptotal Find total Afterbody drag of Coo 

the IMST component CD AGIMST 

CprTBIMsT 
12 > Comst Sum afterbody drags foreach | Cpjotai 

component and account for SFIMST           
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Table 15 Single Axisymmetric Nozzle Configuration [Ball78] 

Table Lookup Afterbody Drag Coefficient, Cp, 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                                  
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                

Mach Number 

AiQ/Ag] «2 7 9 10] 11 | 12 |] 16 ] 2.0 | 2.4 | 3.0 

1.84 | .0219 | .0219 | .0365 | .065 | .097 | .083 | .046 | .035 | .030 | .026 

2.00 | .0220 | .0220 | .0370 | .067 | .105 | .090 | .051 | .038 | .033 | .030 

2.50 | .0230 | .0230 | .0400 | .075 | .128 | .113 | .067 | .050 | .043 | .040 

3.34 | .0310 | .0310 | .0450 | .090 | .157 | .139 | .087 | .065 | .056 | .052 

5.00 | .0350 | .0350 | .0500 | .108 | .191 | .171 | .112 | .083 | .071 | .064 

10.00 | .0420 | .0420 | .0580 | .128 | .230 | .209 | .140 | .104 | .088 | .077 

IMST Parameter Value for Geometry used for Creation of Cp, Table 

Ai09/A9 TBIMST 

1.84 .232 

2.0 .255 

2.5 .336 

3.33 441 

5.0 565 

10.0 732 
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Table 16 Single 2-D Nozzle Configuration [Ball78] 

Table Lookup Afterbody Drag Coefficient, Cp, 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                                

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

              

  

Mach Number _ 

Ai9/Ag]_ .6 8 9 10 ) 1.1) 12 | 16 | 2.0 | 2.4 | 2.8 

1.5 0060 } .0060 | .0069 | .038 | .030 | .025 | .020 | .015 | .013 | .013 

1.67 | .0062 | .0062 | .0071 | .044 | .034 | .029 | .023 | .017 | .015 | .015 

2.0 .0095 | .0095 | .0120| .068 | .055 | .048 | .040 | .035 | .031 | .031 

2.5 0150 | .0150 | .0180 | .100 | .088 | .080 | .074 | .068 | .065 | .065 

3.33. | .0200 | .0200 | .0300} .155 | .137 | .127 | .124 | .120 | .116 | .116 

5.0 .0330 | .0330 | .0440 | .233 } .213 | .200 | .196 | .194 | .190 | .190 

10.0 | .0480 | .0480 | .0630} .340 | .317 | .300 | .296 | .294 |} .290 | .290 

IMST Parameter Value for Geometry used for Creation of Cp, Table 

A109/A9 - TBIMST 

1.5 .140 

1.67 177 

2.0 302 1 

2.5 451 

3.33 615 

5.0 192 

10.0 975 
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Table 17 Twin Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle Configuration [Ball78] 

Table Lookup Afterbody Drag Coefficient, Cp, 

  

  

Mach Number 
  

Aig/Ag |] .4 9 10 | 1.13 | 1.3 1.6 2.0 2.3 3.0 
  

2.18 037 | .037 | .050 | .096 | .073 | .055 | .045 | .042 | .036 
  

2.5 048 | .048 | .063 | .107 | .082 | .063 | .052 | .048 | .042 
  

3.33 .064 | .064 | .083 | .138 | .105 | .081 | .066 | .060 | .053 
  

5.0 074 | .074 | .100 | .180 | .137 | .103 | .084 | .077 | .068 
      7.43 083 | .083 | .115 | .228 | .170 | .121 | .100 | .090 | .078                     

  

IMST Parameter Value for Geometry used for Creation of Cp, Table 

  

  

  

  

  

  

      

Aj9/Ag TBIMST - 

2.18 241 

2.5 .253 

3.33 .297 

5.0 361 

7.43 .410 __         
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Table 18 Twin Engine 2-D Nozzle Configuration [Ball78] 

Table Lookup Afterbody Drag Coefficient, Cp, 

    

    

Mach Number 
  

A19/A9 6 8 9 1.0 1.1 12 | 16 | 2.0 | 2.4 | 3.0 
  

1.82 009 | .009 | .014 | .076 | .066 | .059 | .056 | .054 ; .052 | .050 
  

2.0 010 | .010 | .015 | .083 | .070 | .063 | .058 | .056 | .054 | .052 
  

2.5 015 | .015 | .018 | .106 | .093 | .084 | .080 | .076 | .074 | .072 
  

3.33 017 | .017 | .024 | .135 | .116 | .106 | .104 | .100 | .098 | .095 
  

5.0 025 | .025 | .035 | .180 | .158 | .147 | .144 | .140 | .136 | .132 
                          10.0 035 | .035 | .045 | .240 | .220 | .207 | .202 | .197 | .194 | .190         

    

IMST Parameter Value for Geometry used for Creation of Cp, Table 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

            

Ai0/A9 TBIMST 

1.82 201 
2.0 221 
2.5 299 
3.33 404 
5.0 526 
10.0 653 
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well as single and twin engine 2-D nozzle configurations. The use of the Cp drag table 

ensures that the proper trends are predicted with the hybrid afterbody drag approach. 

Actual Geometry IMST Parameter Drag Coefficient, CDA GIMST 

Following the calculation of the Cp g, the IMST value of the IMST component is then 

used in empirical correlations with the Mach number and the afterbody type. This 

corresponds to step 11b and uses correlations from the PIPSI program [Ball78]. There 

are two IMST parameter drag correlations. Empirical correlations are provided for both 

axisymmetric and 2-D nozzles. The single and twin engine axisymmetric empirical 

correlation is shown in Figure 19. The subsonic correlations are for axisymmetric 

convergent-divergent nozzles, while the supersonic correlations are for axisymmetric plug 

nozzles. PIPSI extrapolates the subsonic relationships to supersonic speeds [Ball78]. It 

was found that by using the plug nozzle correlations, the results could be improved. It 

should be noted that when convergent-divergent supersonic IMST drag parameter 

correlations are available they should be used to replace the plug nozzle correlations. The 

2-D IMST drag parameter correlations are shown in Figure 20. The same 2-D 

correlations are used for both single and twin engine configurations. 
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Figure 19 IMST Parameter Drag Correlations for Axlsymmetric 
Nozzles [Ball78] 
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Table Geometry IMST, TBIMST 

Step 1lc determines the IMST parameter for the geometry used to create the Cpg drag 

table. The IMST of the table geometry is estimated by using the second table in Tables 

15, 16, 17, and 18. These tables have stored values of the IMST for the table geometry, 

TBIMST, as a function of the AjQ/Ag ratio. Through the use of an interpolation routine, 

the actual value of A;(/Ag, and the table of TBIMST as a function of AjQ/Ag values, the 

value of TBIMST can be estimated. 

Table Geometry IMST Parameter Drag Coefficient, Ch>TBIMST 

With the estimate for the IMST of the geometry used in the creation of the afterbody drag 

table, step 11d is performed. This step uses the table IMST value, TBIMST and the 

IMST drag correlations. This step is accomplished exactly as step 11b with the same 

inputs and correlations, except that the TBIMST value is used in place of the actual 

geometry value. This will give the IMST drag correlation for the geometry in the table. 

Estimate of Afterbody Drag for the IMST Component, Cpiotal 

The final step in the estimate of the afterbody drag for the IMST component is step 11e. 

This step will account for the afterbody drag as two parts: the table Cp, and the change 

in the IMST drag coefficient. This change in the IMST drag coefficient accounts for the 

difference between the IMST of the actual geometry and the IMST of the table geometry. 

The IMST component afterbody drag is expressed in equation (5.7). 

Cptotat = Cdo + Coaciusr — Coreimst (5.7) 
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Sum of IMST Component Afterbody Drag, CpIMST 

The final step in the calculation of the clean or IMST aircraft afterbody drag, CDI[MST is 

to sum the afterbody drag of each IMST component and multiply by the user defined 

afterbody drag scale factor, SFIMST. 

Step 13 

The final step of the IMST afterbody drag calculation is to write the output CDIMST drag 

coefficients and the drag delta input geometric variables to the propulsion spreadsheet. 

These variables will be written to the AFTBD namelist as discussed in Section 5.3. All the 

output variables are listed in Table 12 in Section 5.3. 

With the creation of the CDIMST drag table, the ACSYNT analysis can now be executed 

during which the drag deltas can be added to the IMST afterbody drag. The drag deltas 

are discussed in the next section. 
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6.0 Incorporation of the Drag Delta Methods into ACSYNT 

In this chapter, the calculation of the drag deltas is discussed. These calculations are 

performed each time the analysis is executed. This calculation is dependent on the engine 

operating condition. Since the engine operating conditions must be calculated to provide 

the aircraft with sufficient thrust depending on the aircraft trajectory or mission 

requirements, these calculations go naturally with the analysis routine. 

The drag delta methodology was taken for the most part from the Level II 

Nozzle/Afterbody Performance Prediction Program (NAIP) [Mill88]. Some exceptions 

occur. For example, the NAIP program provides for the estimation of the jet temperature 

effects, and this drag delta was not incorporated into the ACSYNT code. In general, the 

jet temperature drag delta is required to convert wind tunnel tests utilizing cold exhaust 

jets and nozzles to flight conditions with hot jets and nozzles [Pete85]. Another exception 

is the pylon/nacelle interference drag delta was created to expand the capabilities of the 

drag delta methodology. In the Level II NAIP, there is no pylon/nacelle interference drag 

delta. 
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6.1 Empennage/Nozzle Interference Drag Delta 

The empennage/nozzle interference drag delta represents the change in the pressure 

distribution on the nozzle due to the presence of the empennage. Following a search of 

the open literature, the general trends in the empennage/nozzle interference drag can be 

explained [Bang87, Berr77, Burl86, Hend87, Leav83a, Leav83b]. This interference drag 

behaves differently if the flow is supersonic or subsonic. Subsonically, if the horizontal 

and vertical tails are in the same location, the flow is locally accelerated due to the flow 

channeling effects reducing the pressure on the nozzle. In general, during subsonic flight, 

minimum empennage/nozzle interference drag occurs with the horizontal and vertical tail 

in staggered positions with the vertical tail forward of the horizontal tail. Supersonically, 

minimum interference drag occurs with both the vertical and horizontal tail as far forward 

as possible, i.e. maximize the distance between the nozzle and the empennage [Hend87]. 

The NAIP documentation states that in some cases "nearly 40% of the total aft-end drag 

could be attributed to tail interference drag" [Mill88]._ The NAIP empennage/nozzle 

interference drag includes the empennage friction, form, and wave drag as part of the aft- 

end drag. In ACSYNT, this empennage drag is part of the vehicle drag as opposed to the 

afterbody drag. Therefore, when the empennage drag delta interference drag was installed 

into ACSYNT, the empennage drag was excluded from the empennage/nozzle drag delta. 

Only the empennage/nozzle interference effects were included in this drag delta. Two 

important assumptions made during the development of the NAIP empennage/nozzle drag 

delta are that the nozzle pressure ratio does not affect the drag delta and this interference 

drag delta is constant for Mach numbers greater than 1.2. 

The NAIP empennage/nozzle interference database consists of nine subroutines with over 

600 lines of digitized empennage/nozzle interference data. It was decided that this large 
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amount of data would be better than using correlations based on fewer data points. 

Therefore, the nine subroutines containing the empennage/nozzle interference drag delta 

database were incorporated directly into ACSYNT. This database is a function of the 

boattail angle, Mach number, and the distance from the empennage trailing edge to the 

nozzle trailing edge for both the vertical and horizontal tails. This distance is non- 

dimensionalized by the length of the afterbody. In addition, the twin engine and 2-D 

nozzle empennage/nozzle interference correlations are functions of the empennage 

friction, form, and wave drag. During the installation of these empennage/nozzle drag 

delta subroutines, subroutines were also created to calculate the empennage drag 

coefficients. These empennage drag coefficient prediction routines are similar to the ones 

that were already in the aerodynamic module. To insure independence of the aerodynamic 

and propulsion module, the empennage drag prediction routines necessary for the drag 

delta routines are all contained in the propulsion module. 

6.2 Base Area Drag Delta 

The base pressure drag delta accounts for the effects of the aft facing base area in the 

region of the jet. A method for estimating the power-on base drag of single exhaust jets at 

supersonic speeds developed by Brazzel and Henderson is used in the NAIP code 

{[Braz66]. With the use of the modified Brazzel and Henderson method, this correlation 

can be extended to predict the base drag in subsonic flow. This method does not account 

for the effects of the boattail angle which represent a problem with this method [Mill88]. 

While this method does not account for the boattail angle, it is simpler and provides better 

results than methods such as the McDonald and Hughes correlation and the corrected and 
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uncorrected Korst theory predictions [Glas71]. This Brazzel and Henderson method was 

incorporated into ACSYNT for this reason. 

The Brazzel and Henderson correlation is based on the "jet momentum flux ratio" 

[Braz66]. This ratio is expressed in equation (6.1). The jet momentum flux ratio 

physically represents the momentum of the jet at the nozzle exit as compared to the 

momentum of the free stream flow passing through an are equal to the customer connect 

point. 

_ AV) jer _ Anoere (YP M*) je - 6.1 
mt (mV). A,.(Y PM?),, ©.) 
  

The modified Brazzel and Henderson method was developed from experimental 

measurements of the base pressure in subsonic flow [Glas71]. This correlation is a 

function of the jet momentum flux ratio and the area ratio of the nozzle. With these input 

variables and equation (6.2), the base pressure in subsonic flow can be predicted. 

P, | 0.940.167 Ry 

P x 094-+0.06| Asst. 
A, c 

(6.2)   
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The supersonic Brazzel and Henderson correlation is shown in equation (6.3). The first 

T; . 
correction, ( | accounts for the variation of the base pressure with the jet Mach 

jet 

  

number. Through a series of tests, it was found that the variation of base pressure with 

Mach number could be equated to the ratio of the static jet temperature to the sonic static 

jet temperature. The second correction, 3.5 

1+ 2. Aaa 
Acc 

bodies, since the experimental data was based on cylindrical bodies. This second 

, accounts for non-cylindrical 

correction and the jet momentum flux ratio can be combined to yield the base pressure to 

R 
free stream pressure ratio. The third correlation, | 0.19 + 1.28 — jaccounts for 

mf 

2 

jet momentum flux ratio. The final correction, 0. 047(5 - M.,) of + (4 , 
cc ce 

in equation (6.3) accounts for the base pressure change with the position of the base area 

relative to the nozzle exit. 
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(6.3) 

Both of the subsonic and supersonic correlations equations (6.2) and (6.3) can be used in 

equation (6.4) to calculate the base pressure drag coefficient referenced to the wing area. 

Cp» = I 7 je A base (6.4) 
0.7Mz Poo S wing 
  

6.3 Interfairing Drag Delta 

Normally, conventional twin-engine fighter aircraft have an Interfairing between the two 

nozzles. The interfairings are used to reduce the afterbody drag between the two nozzles. 

As with many other design variables, the design of an interfairing is a tradeoff between 

weight and performance. The interfairing generally reduces the afterbody drag of the 

aircraft, but increases the weight, reducing performance. In general, the afterbody drag 

will be reduced by an increase in the length of the interfairing [Anto73]. The total 

afterbody drag will also be reduced by a reduction in the width of the interfairing. 
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Two correlations are provided for the interfairing drag delta in the NAIP program. One 

correlation is for interfairings with a base area or blunt interfairings. The second 

correlation is for interfairing with no base area or pointed interfairings. The NAIP 

interfairing drag delta correlation was incorporated into ACSYNT, since it is the most 

complete database available in the open literature. Figure 21 shows the correlation for the 

interfairing drag delta with a base area [Mill88]. This correlation is a function of only the 

ratio of the interfairing base area to the maximum cross-section area of the afterbody. 

This correlation is valid for cruise nozzles with high boattail angles and maximum 

afterburning nozzles with smaller boattail angles. In addition, the interfairing with base 

area correlation contains minimal scatter in the data. 

The second correlation for pointed interfairings is shown in Figure 22 [Mill88]. This 

correlation is a function of the interfairing wrap angle, a length ratio, and the nozzle 

pressure ratio. The wrap angle correction accounts for the angle that the interfairing 

wraps around the nozzle. The length ratio is the ratio of the afterbody length to the nozzle 

exit diameter with this ratio raised to the 0.125 power. The final correction applied is the 

nozzle pressure ratio correction which is the ratio of the actual nozzle pressure ratio to the 

ideal nozzle pressure ratio with this ratio raised to the 0.22 power. The ideal nozzle 

pressure ratio is calculated assuming an isentropic expansion from the nozzle throat to the 

exit of the nozzle. The pointed interfairing correlation is valid for cruise and maximum 

afterburning nozzle configurations with an error of +10 drag counts. 
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6.4 Booms Drag Delta 

Booms are defined as protuberances extending beyond the nozzle trailing edge. Booms 

are used on some fighter aircraft to reduce the empennage size, i.e. the FB-111. By 

mounting the empennage on booms the size and weight of the empennage can be reduced 

due to the increased moment arm. Typically, the addition of booms increases the 

afterbody drag over the entire range of Mach numbers, with the largest increase occurring 

at supersonic speeds. The boom drag is also affected by the boattail angle [Leav83a]. In 

general the boom interference effects increase as the boattail angle is increased. The 

addition of tail booms represent a trade off. The aft-end drag may be increased by the 

addition tail booms, but the weight and size of the empennage might be reduced. 

The NAIP boom drag delta correlation was used, since it is the most complete database 

available in the open literature. Figure 23 shows the boom drag delta correlation 

incorporated into ACSYNT [Mill88]. The correlation is a function of the boom wrap 

angle, a length ratio, and the nozzle pressure ratio. The same correlating factors are used 

for both the interfairing drag delta and the boom drag delta, except there are no 

corrections for base area effects in the boom drag delta correlation. The wrap angle 

represents the angle that the boom wraps around the plume at the nozzle exit. The length 

ratio is the ratio of the afterbody length to the nozzle exit diameter with this ratio raised to 

the 0.125 power. The final correction applied is the nozzle pressure ratio correction, 

which is the ratio of the actual nozzle pressure ratio to the ideal nozzle pressure ratio 

raised to the 0.22 power. The ideal nozzle pressure ratio is based on an isentropic nozzle 

expansion. It is also noted that the correlation has an error band of +25 drag counts. 

According to the NAIP documentation, several correlating parameters were tested, but 
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these three correlating parameters gave the best results. This NAIP boom drag delta 

correlation is valid for both cruise and maximum afterburning nozzle configurations. 
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Figure 23 Boom Correlation for Cruise and Max A/B Nozzles [Mill88] 
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6.5 Pylon/Nacelle Interference Drag Delta 

The NAIP code was developed for military aircraft and does not support wing mounted 

nacelle afterbodies. To better predict the afterbody drag of podded nacelles, a 

pylon/nacelle interference drag delta was added. This drag delta represents the 

interference drag caused on the nacelle afterbody by the pylon. From experimental results 

of long ducted turbofan engines, this interference was found to be large. The local flow 

accelerations caused by the pylon and the thick wing in the vicinity of the nozzle afterbody 

caused this large interference drag on the nacelle afterbody [Lee85]. This conclusion was 

based on wind tunnel tests of long duct turbofan nacelles at Mach numbers of 0.70 to 

0.82. This is typically the cruise Mach number of transport aircraft with these types of 

engine installations. This interference drag data was used for the subsonic pylon/nacelle 

drag delta [Lee85]. Table 19 lists the subsonic and supersonic data used by table look up 

routines to estimate the pylon/nacelle interference drag delta. The data in Table 19 is 

referenced to an area equal to unity. The supersonic data shown in Table 19 was taken 

from wind tunnel tests performed by NASA [Kulf81]. The nacelle interference drag at the 

supersonic Mach numbers was for a delta wing configuration with the nacelles mounted 

near the trailing edge of the delta wing. It was assumed that for Mach numbers below 0.7 

the drag delta was constant at the Mach = 0.7 value. In addition, the pylon/nacelle drag 

delta was assumed constant at the Mach = 1.4 value for Mach numbers above 1.4. 
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Table 19 Pylon/Nacelle Interference Drag Delta [Lee85],[Kulf81] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Mach Number Pylon/Nacelle Interference 

0.70 .0074 

0.80 0125 

1.15 .008 

1.40 .004               

6.6 Three Dimensional Effects Drag Delta 

The three dimensional effects drag delta are incorporated into the NAIP code to account 

for the fact that the pressure distribution of the clean afterbody is a result of the iteration 

of flow conditions on a equivalent body of revolution. Since most afterbody 

configurations are not equivalent bodies of revolution, this correction factor is needed. 

This drag delta accounts for afterbodies that are not true axisymmetric afterbodies. In 

addition, the 3-D effects drag delta accounts for the nozzle spacing ratio of twin engine 

configurations. The three-dimensional effects drag delta were incorporated directly into 

ACSYNT from NAIP, since the hybrid assumption states the IMST drag coefficient is 

equal to the NAIP equivalent body of revolution drag coefficient. 
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The 3-D drag delta method uses empirically derived correlations for the single engine 

axisymmetric nozzles as well as the single engine 2-D nozzles. The initial parameter of 

investigation was the afterbody eccentricity, where the eccentricity is defined as the ratio 

of the minor and major afterbody diameters. The development of the 3-D effects drag 

delta shows that the eccentricity of the afterbody has no effect on the single engine 3-D 

effects drag delta. Therefore, the same correlations are used for both the single 

axisymmetric and 2-D nozzles. While the 3-D effects drag delta were found to be 

independent of nozzle pressure ratio, this is not the case for the boattail angle. The 

correlations consist of one correlation for boattail angles less than 14.6 degrees and one 

for boattail angles greater than or equal 14.6 degrees. 

The NAIP code uses four different correlations for twin engine configurations. There are 

separate axisymmetric correlations for both the cruise and maximum afterburning nozzle 

configurations. The axisymmetric cruise nozzle correlation is a function of the boattail 

angle and Mach number, while the axisymmetric maximum afterburning correlation is a 

function of nozzle geometry and Mach number. The axisymmetric correlations are 

accurate to +15 drag counts for the cruise nozzle configuration and +20 drag counts for 

the maximum afterburning nozzle configuration. Similar correlations exist for the 2-D 

nozzle at cruise and maximum afterburning conditions. Both the 2-D correlations are 

functions of the nozzle throat-to-exit area ratio and the Mach number. All the 3-D drag 

delta correlations are based on empirical data and extensive trial and error with various 

correlating parameters. 
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6.7 Calculation of Drag Deltas and Afterbody Drag during ACSYNT 

Execution 

The inputs required for the calculation of the drag deltas and the IMST drag coefficients 

are: 

IMST afterbody drag coefficient table 

Drag delta geometric inputs 

Drag delta scale factors 

Jet thermodynamic properties 

e Engine size and mass flow 

The first three items are input to the ACSYNT analysis code from the AFTBD namelist 

and have been discussed in Section 5.0. The last two engine data inputs are either 

calculated from the cycle analysis in ACSYNT or are read from an engine table using a 

table look up routine. With the engine data, the boattail angle is estimated in the same 

way as Morris et al estimated the boattail angle [Morr77]. The method for determining 

the boattail angle is summarized in Table 20 which is identical to Table 5. The 

assumptions in Table 20 are made to ensure the proper trends between the nozzle boattail 

angle and the engine power setting. An increase in thrust or afterburning will reduce the 

boattail angle, while a reduction in the power setting will increase the boattail angle. 

Ideally, the nozzle length and diameter of the customer connect point could be combined 

with a duct sizing routine. Following the addition of inlet and nozzle ducts to ACSYNT, 

the method for determining the boattail angle should be updated with the actual duct 

geometry being used as opposed to the current assumptions. 
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Table 20 Method for Determining the Boattail Angle for the Hybrid Approach 

  

  

Assumptions and Method 

  

1. Nozzle Length = Diameter of Engine 

  

2. Diameter of Customer Connect Point = 1.10 (Diameter of Engine) 

  

3. Diameter Nozzle Exit <= Engine Mass Flow and Thermodynamic Properties 

  

    

. _ - 

4. Boattail Angle =B = si Pima Customer Connect — Diameter Nozzle st) 

2X Length of Nozzle         

  

With the calculated boattail angle and flight Mach number, the IMST drag coefficient table 

can be used with a table lookup routine to estimate the "clean" afterbody drag, Cpnysr- 

Following this calculation, the appropriate drag deltas can be calculated using the AFTBD 

namelist input and the engine cycle outputs. Lastly, the afterbody drag is estimated as the 

sum of the IMST drag coefficient and the drag deltas. This is shown in equation (6.5). 

Cparr =Cpmst + XC ppragbelta (6.5) 

Where: 

Cpmst is a function of boattail angle and Mach number 

CppragDelta 1S a function of geometric variables and jet properties 
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7.0 Test Cases of the Hybrid Approach 

In this chapter, test cases are provided to show the results of the hybrid assumption as 

well as the results of the hybrid approach installed in ACSYNT. Test cases of two types 

are discussed: 

1. Comparison between the IMST drag and the NAIP equivalent body of 

revolution drag 

2. Comparison between new afterbody method (the Hybrid approach) and 

the old afterbody method 

The initial test cases were designed to determine if the equivalent body of revolution drag 

is nearly equal the IMST drag. During the testing, it was found that better results were 

obtained when the components were analyzed as equivalent bodies of revolution. 

Following this discovery, the code was modified so that twin engine configurations are 

analyzed as one equivalent body of revolution as opposed to analyzing the afterbody of 

each engine separately. This is logical considering that the IMST correlations are being 

used to determine the pressure drag of an equivalent body of revolution. 

The test cases comparing the IMST drag and the NAIP equivalent body of revolution drag 

are shown in Figures 24 - 28. The equivalent body of revolution results are indicated by 
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the darker lines that are labeled with NAIP Beta = # legend, while the IMST lines are the 

thinner lines labeled with the Beta = # legend. Note, that when the beta or boattail angle 

is equivalent for a test case, the NAIP and IMST data points are marked with symbols 

having the same shape. The only difference between the NAIP symbol and the IMST 

symbol for equivalent boattail angles is that the symbol is filled for the NAIP data points, 

while the IMST data points are hollow. Therefore, if the hybrid assumption were perfect, 

the hollow diamonds would lie on top of the filled diamond. Similar statements can be 

made about the triangles. 

Figure 24 represents a single engine axisymmetric nozzle test case for the F16. The 

results differ depending on the boattail angle. At the smaller boattail angle, Beta = 9 

degrees, the IMST result follows the NAIP Beta = 9 degrees line closely except in the 

transonic region. At the higher boattail angles, Beta = 18 degrees, the general trends of 

the NAIP data points are followed by the IMST results, but the drag is underpredicted by 

the IMST. 

The results for the X-29, another single engine axisymmetric test case are shown in Figure 

25. The results show at subsonic speeds the IMST overpredicts the clean afterbody drag 

of the X-29 when compared to the results from the NAIP equivalent body of revolution 

test case. At supersonic speeds, the prediction trends are reversed, in that the IMST 

afterbody drag is smaller than the drag predicted by the NAIP code. In the transonic 

region, the IMST predicted higher drags than the NAIP code. 
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Figure 24 Comparison Between IMST and NAIP EBR Afterbody Drag 

Coefficients for the F16 
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Figure 25 Comparison Between IMST and NAIP EBR Afterbody Drag 
Coefficients for the X29 
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Results for a more complicated configuration is shown in Figure 26. This test case is for 

the twin engine axisymmetric nozzle F14. In this example, the IMST clean afterbody drag 

is larger than the NAIP clean afterbody drag by a nearly constant value in the subsonic and 

supersonic regimes. In the transonic region, the IMST method over predicts the 

equivalent body of revolution drag. 

Another twin engine axisymmetric test case is the F18, and the results are shown in Figure 

27. The trends from this test case are similar to the F14 test case trends. A difference 

between the F14 and F18 test cases is that the IMST method performs considerably worse 

in the transonic region for the F18, especially at Beta = 21 degrees. For the F18, the 

IMST afterbody drag coefficient is always greater than the drag coefficient estimated by 

the NAIP equivalent body of revolution formulation. 

Results for the only 2-D case provided in the NAIP documentation are shown in Figure 

28. This test case is for an F18 equipped with 2-D convergent-divergent nozzles. The 

IMST afterbody drag results predicted at Beta = 10 degrees are in good agreement with 

the actual trends shown by the NAIP equivalent body of revolution result. While the Beta 

= 10 degree results are acceptable, the IMST for Beta = 15 degrees greatly over predicts 

the clean afterbody drag predicted by the NAIP code. In addition, the Beta = 15 degrees 

case appears to be divergent at high Mach numbers. This indicates a possible error in the 

PIPSI data at high boattail angles for 2-D nozzles. 
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The accuracy of the hybrid assumption that the IMST drag coefficient is nearly equal the 

equivalent body of revolution drag coefficient varied greatly in the test cases, Figures 24- 

28. For most of the test cases, the hybrid assumption was best at subsonic and supersonic 

Mach numbers. In all the test cases except the 2-D test case, Figure 28, the clean 

afterbody drag is reduced by a reduction in the boattail angle. This indicates the hybrid 

approach is predicting the proper trends in the change of afterbody drag with boattail 

angle. Most of the error in the hybrid assumption can be attributed to the PIPSI afterbody 

drag data and the PIPSI IMST correlations, especially for the 2-D test cases. The method 

for updating this data will be outlined in Appendix A. 

The results of the comparison between the hybrid approach, the NAIP drag coefficient, 

and the old afterbody drag prediction method are shown in Figures 29 and 30. The effects 

of the drag deltas are shown in these figures. The drag deltas are the difference between 

the IMST drag coefficient and the total (hybrid approach) drag coefficient. The NAIP 

drag coefficient represents the error in the hybrid approach. The difference between the 

Total CD curve and the NAIP CD curve is equal to the difference between the equivalent 

body of revolution drag from the NAIP test cases and the and the IMST drag from the 

hybrid approach. If the hybrid approach is perfect, the Total CD curve and the NAIP CD 

curve (the interpolated result from the NAIP test cases) are coincident. The NAIJP test 

cases showed good agreement with experimental data [Mill88]. The experimental data 

included the empennage drag which is not included in the hybrid approach afterbody drag. 

Figure 29 shows the test case for the F16. Comparing the hybrid approach to the old 

method, the hybrid approach predicts higher afterbody drag coefficients in all the flight 
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regimes, except for the transonic region. Also shown in Figure 29 are the large effects of 

the drag deltas for the F16. Supersonically, the drag deltas increase the afterbody drag 

from over 30 percent at Mach = 1.2 to over 100 percent at Mach = 1.6. At Mach = 0.4, 

the drag deltas are negative due to the engine operating condition and flight speed. This 

indicates the advantage of the hybrid approach, in that the drag deltas provide a realistic 

method to account for the effects of the engine operating condition and the afterbody 

geometry on the afterbody drag. The largest error in the old afterbody method occurs at 

supersonic Mach numbers. As the Mach number approaches Mach = 1.6, the old method 

predicts nearly zero afterbody drag, while the hybrid approach predicts an afterbody drag 

of nearly 25 drag counts. The NAIP CD line represents the error in the total afterbody 

drag prediction. In Figure 29 it is also shown that the hybrid approach predicts the similar 

trends in the afterbody drag as the NAIP result. 

The F14 test case results are shown in Figure 30. For the F14 test case, the afterbody 

drag predicted by the hybrid approach is always greater than the drag predicted by the old 

method. The only region where the hybrid approach and the old method yield similar drag 

coefficients is in the transonic region. As with the F16 test case, the F14 results also show 

the old method greatly underpredicts the afterbody drag at high supersonic speeds. While 

the drag deltas act to reduce the afterbody drag subsonically, supersonically the drag 

deltas increase the drag by approximately 10 percent at Mach = 1.25 to nearly 45 percent 

at Mach = 1.6. Figure 30 also compares the NAIP drag coefficient with the hybrid drag 

coefficient. The results show the difference between the hybrid approach and the NAIP 

drag coefficient are the largest in the transonic region. The hybrid approach over predicts 

the NAIP afterbody drag at all Mach numbers except around Mach = 0.8. 
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8.0 Summary 

The goal of this work was to improve the afterbody drag prediction capabilities of 

ACSYNT. As was shown by the test cases in chapter 7.0, the afterbody drag prediction 

capabilities of ACSYNT have been improved. Great improvements were made in the 

supersonic prediction capabilities. The old afterbody drag method performance under 

prediction at supersonic speeds can be explained by examining Figure 6. In this 

correlation, much of the data is based on afterbody drag tests without the jet effects 

included. Including the jet interference effects on the afterbody will greatly alter the 

afterbody drag. In addition, the correlation curve is a very general curve fit through data 

with a large amount of scatter introducing a large error. 

The subsonic prediction capabilities also showed an improvement in accuracy by using the 

new afterbody method. The differences in the drag predictions of the hybrid approach and 

the old afterbody method are the smallest around Mach = 1.0. The fact that aircraft 

typically spend less than one percent of the total flight time in this region shows the 

importance of the prediction capabilities in the subsonic and supersonic flight regimes. In 

addition, the afterbody drag prediction capabilities have been expanded over the old 

afterbody drag correlations. The old afterbody drag correlations are only valid for 

axisymmetric nozzles. Through the use of the hybrid approach for afterbody drag 

prediction, the performance of 2-D nozzles can now be predicted. 
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The hybrid approach is a method combining the Integral Mean Slope Truncated 

methodology with the drag delta methodology from the NAIP Level II analysis code. The 

hybrid approach was based on the assumption that the equivalent body of revolution drag 

is nearly equal to the IMST drag. The calculation of the IMST was integrated into 

ACSYNT by the creation of a graphical user interface within ACSYNT. Following the 

calculation of the IMST parameter and the IMST afterbody drag table, the ACSYNT 

analysis can be executed. During the execution of the ACSYNT analysis, the drag deltas 

are applied to the afterbody drag. 

The drag deltas account for the engine operating condition and the geometry of the 

afterbody. The drag deltas account for the afterbody drag "modifications" caused by 

empennage/nozzle interference, base area, interfairings, booms, pylon/nacelle interference, 

and 3-D effects. The drag deltas are advantageous, since the provide a realistic method to 

account for the effects of the engine operating conditions on the afterbody drag. The 

engine operating conditions are readily available in ACSYNT from either the cycle 

analysis or engine table look up routines. 

The afterbody drag data tables and IMST drag correlations are based on data from PIPSI. 

It was found during the testing that the PIPSI data should be replaced with newer data. 

This is especially true for 2-D nozzles at high boattail angles. The ability to improve the 

drag data base represents an advantage of the hybrid approach. The hybrid approach can 

be updated with new afterbody drag tables and IMST drag correlations. By updating the 

afterbody drag tables and correlations, the accuracy of the hybrid approach can be 

increased as the volume of afterbody drag data becomes greater. The procedure for 

modifying the afterbody drag data and IMST correlations is outlined in Appendix A. 
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9.0 Recommendations 

The described software and recommendations in this document are for the ACSYNT 

V2.0.0 released from the ACSYNT Institute at Virginia Tech on December 1992. The 

major advantage of the hybrid approach is that it can be continuously improved. 

Improvements in afterbody drag data resulting from better experimental data and 

knowledge of the complex afterbody flow field can be incorporated into the hybrid 

approach for afterbody drag prediction. The integral mean slope truncated methods and 

the drag delta methods are structured to allow the accuracy of the hybrid approach to be 

improved by updating the data used for both of these correlations. In particular, the PIPSI 

data should be updated with more accurate afterbody data when such data becomes 

available. The method for updating the IMST drag tables and correlations is provided in 

Appendix A. 

When ACSYNT is improved to allow for the creation of internal ducts for nozzles and 

inlets, these ducts should be used for sizing the nozzle and the boattail angle. Through the 

use of the new nozzle ducts, the assumptions in Table 20 would not have to be made. In 

particular, the nozzle boattail angle could be sized from the actual nozzle constraints 

rather than the current assumptions that the customer connect nozzle diameter is 10 
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percent greater than the diameter of the engine and the nozzle length is equal to the engine 

diameter. 

One recommendation about use of the current afterbody drag data is that the results 

should be used with caution for high boattail angles. In particular, the 2-D nozzle 

correlations appear to give unreasonable results at high boattail angles and high Mach 

numbers. The hybrid approach afterbody results in the transonic regime should also be 

used with caution. In general, the test cases in chapter7.0 showed that the transonic NAIP 

equivalent body of revolution afterbody drag was less than the transonic afterbody drag 

from the IMST correlations and drag data. 

Another recommendation includes updating the axisymmetric supersonic IMST 

correlations with data for convergent-divergent nozzles. While PIPSI data for supersonic 

plug nozzles is used in the hybrid approach, ideally supersonic IMST correlations for 

axisymmetric convergent-divergent nozzles should be used. A final recommendation is to 

update the IMST drag data and correlations used for podded engines. Currently, these 

engines are considered an extension of the single engine axisymmetric convergent- 

divergent case. The results could be improved by using data exclusively from podded 

aircraft engines. 
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Appendix A Improvement of IMST Drag Data 

The data statements for the storage of the IMST drag table for the single engine 

axisymmetric nozzle are shown below. 

C Data For Single Engine Axisymmetric Convergent-Divergent Nozzle 

C--- Database from Figure 42 and Figure 43 PIPSI Vol 4 
REAL XIM1AX(6), ARIAX(6), MN1AX(10), CDO1AX(60) 

C XIMIAX was found by calculating IMST Parameter for geometry from 
C Figure 42 PIPSI Vol 4 

DATA XIM1AX /.232, .255, .336, .441, 565, .723/ 
DATA ARIAX /1.84, 2.0, 2.5, 3.34, 5.0, 10.0 / 
DATA MNIAX/.2, .7, .9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.6, 2.0, 2.4, 3.0/ 

C Data from graph -- Figure 43 PIPSI Vol 4, 
C but digitized data was taken from actual PIPSI Source Code. 

DATA CDO1AX/.0219,.0219,.0365,.065,.097,.083,.046,.035,.030,.026, 
> .0220,.0220,.0370,.067,.105,.090,.051,.038,.033,.030, 

> .0230,.0230,.0400,.075,.128,.113,.067,.050,.043,.040, 

> .0310,.0310,.0450,.090,.157,.139,.087,.065,.056,.052, 
> .0350,.0350,.0500,.108,.191,.171,.112,.083,.071,.064, 

> .0420,.0420,.0580,.128,.230,.209,.140,.104,.088,.077/ 
C--- 

Where: 

XIMIAX=  IMST for geometry used to make the table. 

The second entry corresponds to the IMST of the geometry in the table 

with an Aj(/Ag ratio equal to the second AR1AX, similar statements 

can be made about the other entries. 

ARIAX = Ratio of maximum afterbody cross-sectional area to the nozzle exit area. 

Required for the afterbody drag table, CDO1AX and also for the IMST 

of the geometry in the table, XIM1AX. 

MNIAX= Mach numbers for the afterbody drag table, CDO1AX. 

CDOIAX= _—__ Clean afterbody drag table as a function of Mach number (MN1AX) 

and A109/Ag (ARIAX). 
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The Mach number of the table entry corresponds to the column of the drag table entry, i.e. 

the fourth column of the CDO1AX table corresponds to the fourth Mach number in the 

MN1AX array. The Aj0/Ag ratio corresponds to the row of the drag table entry, i.e. the 

sixth row of the CDO1AX table corresponds to the sixth area ratio in the AR1AX ratio. 

For example, the table entry for Mach = 1.0 and Aj(/Ag = 10.0 is CDOLAX = 0.128. 

The Mach = 1.0 entry is the fourth element in the MN1AX array and the AjQ/Ag = 10.0 

entry is the sixth element in the ARIAX . Therefore, drag table look up will use the 

fourth column and the sixth row of the CDO1AX table to yield CDO1LAX = 0.128. 

Similar drag tables exist for the twin engine axisymmetric, single engine 2-D, and twin 

engine 2-D configurations. The tables for the other configurations are organized similar to 

the single engine axisymmetric table discussed in this section. All this data is stored in the 

Subroutine DGIMST, see B.3.1 MODULE DGIMST. 

For replacement of the IMST correlation two subroutines will need to be modified. The 

subroutine for the axisymmetric IMST correlation is CDEBAX , see B.3.2 MODULE 

CDEBAX, while the 2-D IMST correlation is in Subroutine CDEB2D, see B.3.3 

MODULE CDEB2D. Currently the IMST drag correlations are only functions of Mach 

number, the IMST value, and afterbody type. The user could easily modify the input 

parameters to the subroutine to use different correlations. 
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Appendix B Functional Description of Hybrid Approach 

Modules 

This appendix describes the functions of the modules used for the calculation of the 

afterbody drag. The functional description is provided for all the modules required for the 

integration of the hybrid approach to afterbody drag prediction into ACSYNT. The 

descriptions are separated into five different sections: 

B.1. Modules for graphical user interface 

B.2. Modules for calculation IMST drag coefficients 

B.3. Modules for storage of IMST correlations and drag data 

B.4. Modules for calculation of drag deltas and total afterbody drag 

B.5. Modules for table look up and interpolation 

Included in the description of the modules is the input and output variables, both the 

passed variables and common variables are defined. 
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B.1 Modules for Graphical User Interface 

B.1.1 MODULE AWIMST 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Main Integral Mean Slope Truncated Menu Driver 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL AWIMST(WKID,CRDATA,INIMSD,CRIMSD) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
WKID - Integer, Workstation Identifier 
CRDATA, INIMSD, CRIMSD --> See B.1.4 MODULE IVIMST for Information 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
NONE 

B.1.2 MODULE MWIMST 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Integral Mean Slope Truncated Menu Driver 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL MWIMST(WKID,CRDATA,INIMSD,CRIMSD) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
WKID - Integer, Workstation Identifier 
CRDATA, INIMSD, CRIMSD --> See B.1.4 MODULE IVIMST for Information 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
NONE 

B.1.3 MODULE EXIMST 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Executes Integral Mean Slope Truncated Menu 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL EXIMST(WKID,CRDATA,INIMSD,CRIMSD) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
WKID - Integer, Workstation Identifier 

CRDATA, INIMSD, CRIMSD --> See B.1.4 MODULE IVIMST for Information 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
CRDATA, INIMSD, CRIMSD --> See B.1.4 MODULE IVIMST for Information 

COMMON INPUTS: 

COMMON /CURRFL/ GEOMF, INPUTF 
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GEOMF = Current Geometry Input File 

COMMON OUTPUTS: 
NONE 

B.1.4 MODULE IVIMST 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 

Initializes IMST Component Attributes for GUI 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL IVIMST(WKID,CRDATA,INIMSD,CRIMSD) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
WKID - Integer, Workstation Identifier 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
CRDATA() - Integer(5), Current IMST Components Attributes 

I = (1) --> Number IMST Components To Use for IMST Calculation 

(1 Up To 4 Components) 
I = (2) --> Color Index of IMST Components 

I = (3) --> Tile Density in U Direction of IMST Components 

I = (4) --> Tile Density in W Direction of IMST Components 
I = (5) --> Number of Fuselage Stations for IMST Calculation 

INIMSD(J,K) - Integer(4,4), Initial IMST Components Attributes 

CRIMSD(,L) = Integer(4,2), Current IMST Components 

J --> Identifier of Which IMST Component (1 To 4) 

K = (1) --> ACSYNT Component Id of Jth IMST Component 
K = (2) --> Color Index of Jth IMST Components 

K = (3) --> Tile Density in U Direction of Jth IMST Components 

K = (4) --> Tile Density in W direction of jth IMST components 
L = (1) --> ACSYNT Component Id of Jth IMST Component 
L = (2) --> Percentage of Jth IMST Component To Use for IMST 

Calculation (1.E. 25% Use Only Aft 25%) 

B.1.5 MODULE EVIMST 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Returns Component Attributes To Original Values 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL EVIMST(WKID,CRDATA,INIMSD) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
WKID - Integer, Workstation Identifier 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
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CRDATA, INIMSD, CRIMSD --> See B.1.4 MODULE IVIMST for Information 

COMMON INPUTS: 
COMMON /CURRFL/ GEOMF, INPUTF 

GEOMF = Current Geometry Input File 

COMMON OUTPUTS: 
COMMON /FILELD /FILERD 

FILERD = .True., If Geometry File Has Just Been Loaded 

B.1.6 MODULE INIMST 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Gets And Processes Integral Mean Slope Truncated Menu Input 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL INIMST(WKID,CFUNC,NVALS,IVAL,MINVAL,MAXVAL, 
> PREV,REDW,CRDATA,INIMSD,CRIMSD) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
WKID - Integer, Workstation Identifier 

CFUNC - Integer, Line Identifier of 2-D Menu Items 

NVALS - Integer, 

IVAL - Real, Initial Value of String Input 

MINVAL - Real, Minimum Value of String Input 
MAXVAL - Real, Maximum Value of String Input 

CRDATA, INIMSD, CRIMSD --> See B.1.4 MODULE IVIMST for Information 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
PREV - Logical, Previous Menu Flag 

B.1.7 MODULE PPIMST 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Processes Integral Mean Slope Truncated Menu Pick Input 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL PPIMST(WKID, CFUNC, PREV, REDW, CRDATA,INIMSD,CRIMSD) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
WKID - Integer, Workstation Identifier 
CFUNC - Integer, Line Identifier of 2-D Menu Items 

CRDATA, INIMSD, CRIMSD --> See B.1.4 MODULE IVIMST for Information 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
PREV - Logical, Previous Menu Flag 

REDW - Logical, Redraw Window Or Not 
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B.1.8 MODULE PIIMST 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Processes Integral Mean Slope Truncated Regular Menu Item 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL PIIMST(WKID, ITEM, PREV, CRDATA, INIMSD, CRIMSD) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
WKID - Integer, Workstation Identifier 
ITEM - Integer, Menu Item Number 
CRDATA, INIMSD, CRIMSD --> See B.1.4 MODULE IVIMST for Information 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
PREV - Logical, Previous Menu Flag 

B.1.9 MODULE PMIMST 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Process 2-D Window Input of IMST Component 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL PMIMST(WKID,MENUID,REDW, CRDATA, INIMSD, CRIMSD) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
WKID - Integer, Workstation Identifier 

MENUDD - Integer, Identifies Which IMST Component To Process (1-4) 

CRDATA, INIMSD, CRIMSD --> See B.1.4 MODULE IVIMST for Information 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
REDW - Logical, Redraw 2-D Window 
CRDATA, INIMSD, CRIMSD --> See B.1.4 MODULE IVIMST for Information 

B.1.10 MODULE PRIMST 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Processes IMST Component Addition Or Replacement 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL PRIMST(WKID,COMPID,NCOMPN,REDW,MENUID, 
> CRDATA,INIMSD,CRIMSD) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
WKID - Integer, Workstation Identifier 

COMPID - Integer, Existing IMST Component Identifier 
NCOMPN - Integer, New Component Identifier of Component to be Replace or Added 
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MENUDD - Integer, Identifies Which IMST Component To Process (1-4) 

CRDATA, INIMSD, CRIMSD --> See B.1.4 MODULE IVIMST for Information 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 

REDW - Logical, Redraw 2-D Window 

CRDATA, INIMSD, CRIMSD --> See B.1.4 MODULE IVIMST for Information 

B.1.11 MODULE MVIMST 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Processes IMST Component Delete From 2-D Window 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL MVIMST(WKID,MENUID,REDW, CRDATA, INIMSD, CRIMSD) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
WKID - Integer, Workstation Identifier 
MENUIDD - Integer, Identifies Which IMST Component To Process (1-4) 
CRDATA, INIMSD, CRIMSD --> See B.1.4 MODULE IVIMST for Information 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
REDW - Logical, Redraw 2-D Window 
CRDATA, INIMSD, CRIMSD --> See B.1.4 MODULE IVIMST for Information 

B.1.12 MODULE MPIMST 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Process 2-D Window Pick Item 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL MPIMST(WKID, ITEM, CFUNC, REDW,CRDATA,INIMSD,CRIMSD) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
WKID - Integer, Workstation Identifier 
ITEM - Integer, Returned Menu Item 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
CFUNC - Integer, Line No. of Message Corresponding To Item 

REDW - Logical, Redraw Window Or Not 
CRDATA, INIMSD, CRIMSD --> See B.1.4 MODULE IVIMST for Information 
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B.1.13 MODULE FHIMST 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Handles Geometry And Analysis Input Files 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL FHIMST(WKID,ITEM,REDW) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
WKID - Integer, Workstation Identifier 

ITEM - Integer, Returned 2-D Window Item 
= 1, Read Analysis File 
= 2, Read Geometry File 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
REDW - Logical, Redraw Window Or Not 

COMMON INPUTS: 
NONE 

COMMON OUTPUTS: 
COMMON /ACSFIL/ INFIL, OUTFIL, GMFIL,NENFIL,LENFIL, TRGFIL,AEGFIL, 

INFIL = Analysis Input File 

COMMON /FILELD /FILERD 
FILERD = Has Geometry File Been Loaded? 

COMMON /CURRFL/ GEOMF, INPUTF 
GEOMF = Current Geometry File 

B.1.14 MODULE PDIMST 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Process Numerical Data for 2-D Menu Input 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL PDIMST(WKID,CFUNC,NEWVAL,REDW,CRDATA,INIMSD,CRIMSD) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
WKID - Integer, Workstation Identifier 

CFUNC - Integer, Template Line Identifier 
NEWVAL - Real, New Value of Menu Item 
CRDATA, INIMSD, CRIMSD --> See B.1.4 MODULE IVIMST for Information 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
REDW - Logical, Redraw Window Or Not 
CRDATA, INIMSD, CRIMSD --> See B.1.4 MODULE IVIMST for Information 
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B.1.15 MODULE DRIMST 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Redraws 2-D Window 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL DRIMST(WKID, MCGPVN, REDW, CRDATA, INIMSD, CRIMSD) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
WKID - Integer, Workstation Identifier 
MCGPVN - Integer, 2d View Identifier 

COMPN - Integer, Component Number 
REDW - Logical, Redraw Window Or Not 
CRDATA, INIMSD, CRIMSD --> See B.1.4 MODULE IVIMST for Information 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
NONE 

B.1.16 MODULE GTIMST 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Gets And Writes Data To 2-D Window 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL GTIMST(LINES, NLINES, PLINES,CRDATA,INIMSD,CRIMSD) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
NLINES - Integer, Number of Lines in The Template 
PLINES - Integer, Array With Identifier of Each Line 
CRDATA, INIMSD, CRIMSD --> See B.1.4 MODULE IVIMST for Information 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
LINES - Character, Array Having Contents of The Template 

COMMON INPUTS: 
COMMON /ACSFIL/ INFIL, OUTFIL, GMFIL,NENFIL,LENFIL,TRGFIL,AEGFIL, 

INFIL = Analysis Input File 
COMMON /CURRFL/ GEOMF, INPUTF 

GEOMF = Current Geometry File 
COMMON OUTPUTS: 

NONE 
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B.2 Modules for Calculating the IMST Drag Coefficient 

B.2.1 MODULE AFTBAR 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Main Control Subroutine For Calculation of IMST Drag Table 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
SUBROUTINE AFTBAR(WKID,COMPN,NSTAT,PCTCMP,IMSTCN, 

> NEWAPFT,AFTTPE,CCPT,SFIMST,MACH,BETA,DDSTOR, 
> IMSTRA,CDCA,GEOMOT) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
WKIDD - Integer, Workstation Identifier 
COMPN - ACSYNT Component Id of IMST Component 
NSTAT - Number of Stations For IMST Numerical Integration 
PCTCMP - Percent of Aft End of IMST Component For IMST Calculation 
IMSTCN - Number of The IMST Component 
NEWAFT - Afterbody Method Flag 

0 --> Old Afterbody Method 
] --> New Afterbody Method 

Value Read From Spreadsheet 
AFTTPE - Afterbody Type 

1 --> Single Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 
2 --> Single Engine 2-D C-D Nozzle 
3 --> Twin Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 
4 --> Twin Engine 2-D C-D Nozzle 
5 --> Podded Axisymmetric Nozzle 
Value Read From Spreadsheet 

CCPT - Customer Connect Point As A Percent of Afterbody 
Value Read From Spreadsheet 

SFIMST - Scale Factor For Final IMST drag 

Value Read From Spreadsheet 

MACH - Array of 10 Mach Numbers For IMST Calculation 
Array Read From Spreadsheet 

BETA - Array of 3 Boattail Angles For IMST Calculation 

Array Read From Spreadsheet 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
DDSTOR - Array For Storage of Drag Delta Control Parameters 

For Output To Spreadsheet 

IMSTRA - Ref Area For IMST Drag Table 

CDCA_ - Total IMST Afterbody Drag Function of Boattail And Mach 
--> CDCA(BETA, MACH) 
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GEOMOT - Array of Output Geometric Data For Spreadsheet 

(1) --> BDYLNF Afterbody Length 
(2) --> SPCNOZ Distance Between Nozzle Centerlines 

(3) --> HXLENF Distance From Trailing Edge Htail To Nozzle Exit 

(4) --> VXLENF Distance From Trailing Edge Vtail To Nozzle Exit 

(5) --> AR2D = Aspect Ratio 2-D Nozzle - Width/Height 

B.2.2 MODULE ARIMST 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Find Cross Sectional Area of IMST Components 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL ARIMST(WKID,COMPN,PCTCMP,NSTAT,IGBS YM, 
> DIVFAC,YMIN, YMAX,AFTAR) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
WKIDD - Integer, Workstation Identifier 
COMPN -ACSYNT Component Id of IMST Component 

PCTCMP - Percent of Aft End of IMST Component For IMST Calculation 
NSTAT ~- Number of Stations For Area Calculations 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
IGBSYM - Global Symmetry Flag 

DIVFAC - Division Factor Depends On If Treating As 1 Or 2 Components 
For now this factor has no effect DIVFAC = 1. If in 

the future the actual geometry is to be evaluated rather 
then the equivalent body of revolution, the line DIVFAC = 2 
should be uncommented in SUBROUTINE ARIMST. 

YMIN - Minimum Y Coord of Component 
YMAX - Maximum Y Coord of Component 

AFTAR --> (1,X) Fuselage Station Location of The Xth Section 
AFTAR --> (2,X) Area of The Xth Section 

COMMON INPUTS: 
/CPEXDB/ CPEXTRUTEM,COMP,COORD,EXTR) 

ITEM = 1 --> Coordinate Location 
ITEM = 2 --> Component Existence : (2, COMP,1,1) 

(2, COMP, 1,1) = 0.0 --> Nonexistent 
(2, COMP, 1,1) = 1.0 --> Existent 

COMP = Component Number 

COORD = 1 --> X Coordinate 

COORD = 2 --> Y Coordinate 

COORD = 3 --> Z Coordinate 

EXTR = 1 --> Minimum Coordinate Value 

EXTR = 2 --> Maximum Coordinate Value 
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INTSEC And OUTPT Needed For Cross Sectional Area Calculations 

/ INTSEC / XMIN, DELX, XLOCAT 

XMIN - Minimum X Coord 

DELX - Step Size 
XLOCAT - Current X Coord 

/ OUTPT/ NCHAIN, TOTPT, FINALP, ORGCMP 

COMMON OUTPUTS: 

NONE 

B.2.3 MODULE CKSLPA 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Checks Area Array and Modifies To Make AFTAR(2,]) a Continuously 

Decreasing Array 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 

CALL CKSLPA(WKID, AFTAR, NSTAT) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 

WKID - Integer, Workstation Id 
AFTAR - Real, Fuselage Station And Area Array 

AFTAR(1,D - Fuselage Station 

AFTAR(2,]I) - Cross Sectional Area 

NSTAT - Integer, Number of Fuselage Stations 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 

NONE 

B.2.4 MODULE ADBETA 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Modifies Area Array to Account for Boattail Angle Input in the Propulsion Spreadsheet 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
SUBROUTINE ADBETA(AFTARN,AFTAR,NSTAT,AFTTPE,BETA, 

> CCPT,IB,IMSTCN,GEOMOT, YMIN, YMAX,IGBS YM) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 

AFTAR --> (1,X) Fuselage Station Location of The Xth Section 

AFTAR --> (2,X) Area of The Xth Section 

NSTAT - Number of Stations For IMST Numerical Integration 

AFTTPE - Afterbody Type 
] --> Single Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 

2 --> Single Engine 2-D C-D Nozzle 

3 --> Twin Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 

4 --> Twin Engine 2-D C-D Nozzle 
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5 --> Podded Axisymmetric Nozzle 
BETA. - Array of 3 Boattail Angles For IMST Calculation 

CCPT - Customer Connect Point As A Percent of Afterbody 

IB - Beta Index (1-3) 

IMSTCN - Number of The IMST Component 

GEOMOT - Array of Output Geometric Data For Spreadsheet 

(1) --> BDYLNF Afterbody Length 

(2) --> SPCNOZ Distance Between Nozzle Centerlines 

(3) --> HXLENF Distance From Trailing Edge Htail To Nozzle Exit 

(4) --> VXLENF Distance From Trailing Edge Vtail To Nozzle Exit 

(5) --> AR2D = Aspect Ratio 2-D Nozzle - Width/Height 
YMIN - Minimum Y Coord of Component 

YMAX - Maximum Y Coord of Component 
IGBSYM - Global Symmetry Flag 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
AFTARN --> Modified AFTAR Array To Account For Boattail Angle 

--> (1,X) Fuselage Station Location of The Xth Section 

--> (2,X) Area of The Xth Section 

B.2.5 MODULE DDIFPM 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Determines the Geometric Input Parameters for the Drag Delta Calculations 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL DDIFPM(AFTTPE,IGBS YM, YMIN, YMAX,AMAX,AMIN,XNZTE, 
> SPCNOZ,HXLENF, VXLENF) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
AFTTPE - Afterbody Type 

1 --> Single Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 
2 --> Single Engine 2-D C-D Nozzle 
3 --> Twin Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 

4 --> Twin Engine 2-D C-D Nozzle 

5 --> Podded Axisymmetric Nozzle 

IGBSYM - Global Symmetry Flag 

YMIN - Minimum Y Coord of Component of Afterbody 
AMIN - Minimum Cross Sectional Area of Afterbody 

XNZTE - X Location of Nozzle Trailing Edge 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
SPCNOZ - Distance Between Nozzle Centerlines 
HXLENF - Distance From Trailing Edge Htail To Nozzle Exit 

VXLENF - Distance From Trailing Edge Vtail To Nozzle Exit 
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COMMON INPUTS: 
/CPEXDB/ CPEXTR(ITEM,COMP,COORD,EXTR) 

ITEM = 1 --> Coordinate Location 

ITEM = 2 --> Component Existence : (2,COMP,1,1) 

(2, COMP, 1,1) = 0.0 --> Nonexistent 

(2,COMP,1,1) = 1.0 --> Existent 

COMP = Component Number 
COORD = 1 --> X Coordinate 

COORD = 2 --> Y Coordinate 

COORD = 3 --> Z Coordinate 

EXTR = 1 --> Minimum Coordinate Value 

EXTR = 2 --> Maximum Coordinate Value 

COMMON OUTPUTS: 

NONE 

B.2.6 MODULE ERR2D 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Determines Error Function When Iterating To Find Nozzle Exit Area That Satisfies 

Desired Boattail angle Angle For 2-D Nozzle 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
ERROR = ERR2D(HCC,HNZ,XL,BETAF) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
HCC - Height of Afterbody At Customer Connect Point 
HCC - Height of Afterbody At Nozzle Exit 
XL - Length of Nozzle 

BETAF - Desired Boattail Angle 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
ERR2D - Error Function For 2-D Nozzle 

B.2.7 MODULE ERRAX 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Determines Error Function When Iterating To Find Nozzle Exit 
Area That Satisfies Desired Boattail Angle For Axisymmetric Nozzles 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
ERROR = ERRAX(RCC,RNZ,XL,BETAF) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
RCC - Radius of Afterbody At Customer Connect Point 
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RCC - Radius of Afterbody At Nozzle Exit 

XL - Length of Nozzle 

BETAF - Desired Boattail Angle 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
ERRAX - Error Function For Axisymmetric Nozzle 

B.2.8 MODULE BSECTN 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 

Performs Basic Bisection Method to Find a Root 
CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL BSECTN(ERRECN,A,B,TOL,MXIT,ANS,CC,XLNOZ,BETA) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 

ERRFCN - Function To Find Root 
A - Value < Root 

B~ - Value > Root 

TOL - Desired Tolerance In Accuracy of Root 

MXIT - Maximum Iterations 

CC - Radius of Afterbody At Customer Connect Point 
XLNOZ - Length of Nozzle 

BETA - Desired Boattail Angle 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 

ANS - Root of Function 

B.2.9 MODULE SLOPEA 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Computes the Slope Array Using a Divided Difference Routine 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL SLOPEA(AFTAR,NSTAT,SLPALD,AA10) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
AFTAR --> (1,X) Fuselage Station Location of The Xth Section 
AFTAR --> (2,X) Area of The Xth Section 

NSTAT - Number of Stations For IMST Numerical Integration 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
SLPALD - d(A/A10)/d(X/Deq) = d(AA10)/d(LDEQ) slope array 

for integration of IMST 

AA10 - Array of (AREA/A10) 
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B.2.10 MODULE MSLPTR 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Truncates Slope Array in Slope Greater Than Truncation Slope 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL MSLPTR(SLPARR, NTERMS, MACH, SLPTRC) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
SLPARR - Array of Untruncated Slopes 
NTERM - Number of Terms In Array 

MACH - Mach Number 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
SLPTRC - Array of Truncated Slopes 

B.2.11 MODULE TRAPNI 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Performs Trapezoidal Integration 

CALLING SEQUENCE; 
CALL TRAPNI(X,FX,NTERMS,TRPINT) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
X ~~ - Array of X Locations 
FX - Functional Value At The X Locations 
NTERMS - Number of Terms In Array 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
TRPINT - Result of Trapezoidal Integration 

B.2.12 MODULE IMSTSR 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 

Reads Input Data From PRIN.MOD File (Propulsion Spreadsheet) 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL IMSTSR(NEWAFT,AFTTPE,CCPT,SFIMST,MACH,BETA,DDSTOR) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
All Input Parameters Come For PRIN.MOD File (Propulsion Spreadsheet) 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
NEWAFT - Afterbody Method Flag 

0 --> Old Afterbody Method 
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1 --> New Afterbody Method 
AFTTPE - Afterbody Type 

1 --> Single Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 

2 --> Single Engine 2-D C-D Nozzle 

3 --> Twin Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 

4 --> Twin Engine 2-D C-D Nozzle 

5 --> Podded Axisymmetric Nozzle 
CCPT - Customer Connect Point As A Percent of Afterbody 

SFIMST - Scale Factor For Final IMST Drag 

MACH - Array of 10 Mach Numbers For IMST Calculation 
BETA - Array of 3 Boattail Angles For IMST Calculation 

DDSTOR - Array For Storage of Drag Delta Control Parameters 

B.2.13 MODULE IMSTSW 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Writes Namelist AFTBD To PRIN.MOD File For Use In Spreadsheet 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL IMSTSW(NEWAFT,AFTTPE,CCPT,SFIMST,MACH,BETA,DDSTOR, 
> IMSTRA,CDCA,GEOMOT) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
NEWAFT - Afterbody Method Flag 

0 --> Old Afterbody Method 

1 --> New Afterbody Method 

AFTTPE - Afterbody Type 
1 --> Single Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 

2 --> Single Engine 2-D C-D Nozzle 
3 --> Twin Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 
4 --> Twin Engine 2-D C-D Nozzle 

5 --> Podded Axisymmetric Nozzle 
CCPT - Customer Connect Point As A Percent of Afterbody 

SFIMST - Scale Factor For Final IMST Drag 

MACH _- Array of 10 Mach Numbers For IMST Calculation 
BETA - Array of 3 Boattail Angles For IMST Calculation 
DDSTOR - Array For Storage of Drag Delta Control Parameters 
IMSTRA - Reference Area For IMST Drag Table 

CDCA_- Total IMST Afterbody Drag Function of Boattail And Mach 
--> CDCA(BETA, MACH) 

GEOMOT - Array of Output Geometric Data For Spreadsheet 
(1) --> BDYLNF Afterbody Length 

(2) --> SPCNOZ Distance Between Nozzle Centerlines 

(3) --> HXLENF Distance From Trailing Edge Htail To Nozzle Exit 
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(4) --> VXLENF Distance From Trailing Edge Vtail To Nozzle Exit 

(5) --> AR2D = Aspect Ratio 2-D Nozzle - Width/Height 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
All Parameters Will Be Written To The Propulsion Spreadsheet 
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B.3 Modules for Storage and Interpolation of IMST Drag 

Coefficient 

B.3.1 MODULE DGIMST 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Main Table of Drag Values for IMST Method where the Drag Tables are Stored and 

Interpolated from 
CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL DGIMST(AFTTPE,SFIMST,A10A9,MACH, 
> DIVFAC,AIMSTR,CDIMST) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
AFTTPE - Afterbody Type 

1 --> Single Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 
2 --> Single Engine 2-D C-D Nozzle 
3 --> Twin Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 
4 --> Twin Engine 2-D C-D Nozzle 
5 --> Podded Axisymmetric Nozzle 

Value Read From Spreadsheet 
SFIMST - Real, Scale Factor for IMST Drag Calculation 

A10A9 - Real, Ratio of Afterbody Max Cross Sectional Area 
To Nozzle Exit Area 

MACH - Real, Mach Number for Drag Calculation 
DIVFAC - Real, Dividing Factor To Account for Global symmetry 

For now this factor has no effect DIVFAC = 1. If in the future the actual 

geometry is to be evaluated rather then the equivalent body of revolution, the line 
DIVFAC = 2 should be uncommented in SUBROUTINE ARIMST. 

AIMSTR - Real, Integral Mean Slope Truncated Parameter 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
CDIMST - CD Using IMST Correlations 

B.3.2 MODULE CDEBAX 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Calculates Axisymmetric Afterbody Drag As Fen of IMST Parameter Where 

Axisymmetric IMST Drag Correlations are Stored 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL CDEBAX(MACH,IMSTR,DIVFAC,CDABAX) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
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MACH - Mach Number 

IMSTR - Integral Mean Slope Truncated 

DIVFAC - Factor To Account for Symmetry 

For now this factor has no effect DIVFAC = 1. If in the future the actual 

geometry is to be evaluated rather then the equivalent body of revolution, the line 

DIVFAC = 2 should be uncommented in SUBROUTINE ARIMST. 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 

CDABAX - CD Afterbody As Fcn of IMST Parameter for Axis. Nozzles 

B.3.3 MODULE CDEB2D 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Calculates 2-D Afterbody Drag As Fen of IMST Parameter Where 

2-D IMST Drag Correlations are Stored 
CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL CDEB2D(MACH,AIMSTR,DIVFAC,CDAB2D) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
MACH - Mach Number 

IMSTR - Integral Mean Slope Truncated 
DIVFAC - Factor to Account for Symmetry 

For now this factor has no effect DIVFAC = 1. If in the future the actual 
geometry is to be evaluated rather then the equivalent body of revolution, the line 
DIVFAC = 2 should be uncommented in SUBROUTINE ARIMST. 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
CDAB2D - CD Afterbody As Fen of IMST Parameter for 2-D Nozzles 

B.3.4 MODULE INITPT 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Determines The Array Index To Begin Lagrangian Interpolation 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL INITPT(XINTP,X,NTERMS,NDEG,NINDEX,FLAG) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
XINTP - Real, Abscissa Value To Be Interpolated 
X  - Real, Existing Array of Abscissa Values 
NTERMS - Integer, Number of Terms In X Array 
NDEG - Degree of Lagrangian Interpolation Function 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
NINDEX< - Integer, Index In Array To Begin Interpolation 
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FLAG - Integer, --> 0, Interpolation Necessary 

--> 1, Exact Value, No Interpolation Necessary 

B.3.5 MODULE TRSLPE 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Finds Truncation Slope As A Function Of Mach Number 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
TRMSLP = TRSLPE(MACH) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
MACH - Mach Number 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
TRSLPE - Truncation Slope 
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B.4 Modules for Calculating the Drag Deltas 

B.4.1 MODULE AFTGEO 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Loads Geometry Necessary For New Afterbody Method 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL AFTGEO 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
NONE 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
NONE 

COMMON INPUTS: 
GEOMCM - Main geometry common block 

NOTE, It is ASSUMED the Geometry will be loaded before the Propulsion Data is loaded 

COMMON OUTPUTS: 
PRDEMP -- Empennage Geometric Data to Estimate Empennage Drag 

for Empennage/Nozzle Interference Drag 

CBARH - MGC of Horizontal Tail 

CBARV - MGC of Vertical Tail 
HSPAN - Span of Horizontal Tail 
VSPAN - Span of Vertical Tail 
SWLEH - Leading Edge Sweep of Horizontal Tail 
SWSRH - Horizontal Tail Wetted Area to Wing Area 

SWSRV - Vertical Tail Wetted Area to Wing Area 
VTNOI1 - Number of Vertical Tails 
HTNO - Number of Horizontal Tails 
SHTAIL - Planform Area of Horizontal Tail 
SVTAIL - Planform Area of Vertical Tail 
TCHTA - Average Thickness to Chord Ratio for Horizontal Tail 

TCVTA - Average Thickness to Chord Ratio for Vertical Tail 

SFWF - Scale Factor for Fraction Laminar Flow 

B.4.2 MODULE AFTBDR 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Loads Namelist $AFTBD Necessary For New Afterbody Method 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL AFTBDR 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
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NONE 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
NONE 

NAMELIST INPUTS: 
$AFTBD -- Afterbody Namelist for Propulsion 
Variables same as AFTCM except: 
IMSTRA - REF AREA FOR IMST DRAG TABLE IN $AFTBD 

COMMON INPUTS: 
NONE 

COMMON OUTPUTS: 
/AFTBCM/ -- Main Afterbody Common Block used 

for Inputs to New Afterbody Method 
NEWAFT - Afterbody Method Flag 

0 --> Old Afterbody method 

1 --> New Afterbody method 
AFTTPE - Afterbody Type 

1 --> Single Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 

2 --> Single Engine 2-D C-D Nozzle 
3 --> Twin Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 
4 --> Twin Engine 2-D C-D Nozzle 

5 --> Podded Axisymmetric Nozzle 
CCPT - Customer Connect Point as a percentage of afterbody length 

SFIMST - Scale Factor for final IMST CD 

Only for Printout, Scale Factor already accounted for in CDIMST 

MACHAB - Array of 10 MACH NUMBERS for IMST Calculation 
BETAAB - Array of 3 BOATTAIL ANGLES for IMST Calculation 
CDIMST - TOTAL IMST AFTERBODY Drag Function of Boattail Angle and Mach 

CDIMST(1 to 10) fen BETAAB(1) and MACHAB(1 to 10) 
CDIMST(11 to 20) fen BETAAB(2) and MACHAB(1 to 10) 
CDIMST(21 to 30) fen BETAAB(3) and MACHAB(1 to 10) 

RAIMST - REF AREA FOR CDIMST Drag TABLE IN $AFTBD and AFTBCM 
BDYLNF - AFTERBODY LENGTH (Ft) 
SPCNOZ - Distance between Nozzle Centerlines (Ft) 

HXLENF - Distance from TE HTAIL TO Nozzle Exit (Ft) 

Positive for HTAIL TE in Front of Nozzle 

VXLENF - Distance from TE VTAIL TO Nozzle Exit (Ft) 

Positive for VTAIL TE in Front of Nozzle 

AR2DNZ - ASPECT RATIO 2-D Nozzle - WIDTH/HEIGHT 
SF3DEF - Scale Factor for 3-D EFFECTS Drag Delta 

SFBASE - Scale Factor for BASE Drag Delta 

SFBOOM - Scale Factor for BOOM Drag Delta 

SFEPNZ - Scale Factor for EMPENNAGE/Nozzle INTERFERENCE Drag Delta 

SFPYNC - Scale Factor for PYLON/NACELLE INTERFERENCE Drag Delta 
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SFFAIR - Scale Factor for INTERFAIRING Drag Delta 
ARBASE - BASE AREA OF EACH Nozzle (Ft‘2) 
THBOOM - ANGLE WHICH BOOM WRAPS AROUND PLUME 

(input in degrees, output in radians) 

BSFAIR - Base Area of Interfairings(Ft*2) 

SWING! - Wing Planform Area 

B.4.3 MODULE AFTDRG 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Main Control Subroutine for finding Afterbody Drag using the Cycle Analysis 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL AFTDRG(XMACH,ALT,EN,PAMB, TTJET,PTJET,PSJET,GAMIT, 

> NPR,KT5S,AENG,ANOZTE,WA,BETA,CD3DEF,CDBASE, 
> CDBOOM,CDEPNZ,CDFAIR,CDPYNC,CDCAFT,CDDGDL,CDAFT) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
XMACH - Flight Mach 
ALT - Altitude (Ft) 
EN - Number of Engines 

PAMB - Ambient Pressure (1b/ft42) 

TTJET - Total Temperature of Jet (R) 

PTJET - Total Pressure of Jet (1b/ft*2) 

PSJET - Static Pressure Jet 
GAMSJT - Gamma of the Jet 
NPR_ - Nozzle Pressure Ratio 
KTS - Afterburner flag > 1 Afterburner Lit 
AENG - Area of Engine at Compressor Face 

WA _ - Air Mass Flow (Ibm/s) 

CDCAFT - CD of Clean Afterbody Based on Integral Mean Slope Truncated 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
ANOZTE - Area Nozzle Exit (ft42) 
BETA - Boattail Angle (degrees) 

CD3DEF - CD due to 3-D Effects Drag Delta 
CDBASE - CD due to Base Area Drag Delta 

CDBOOM - CD due to Boom Drag Delta 
CDEPNZ - Scale Factor for Empennage/Nozzle Interference Drag Delta 
CDFAIR - CD due to Interfairing Drag Delta 

CDPYNC - CD due to Pylon/Nacelle Interference Drag Delta 
CDDGDL - Total CD due to the Drag Deltas 

CDAFT - Total Afterbody Drag = CDCAFT + CDDGDL 
COMMON INPUTS: 
/AFTBCM/ -- Main Afterbody Common Block used 
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for Inputs to New Afterbody Method 

NEWAFT - Afterbody Method Flag 

0 --> Old Afterbody method 

1 --> New Afterbody method 

AFTTPE - Afterbody Type 
1 --> Single Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 
2 --> Single Engine 2-D C-D Nozzle 

3 --> Twin Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 
4 --> Twin Engine 2-D C-D Nozzle 
5 --> Podded Axisymmetric Nozzle 

CCPT - Customer Connect Point as a percentage of afterbody length 
SFIMST - Scale Factor for final IMST CD 

Only for Printout, Scale Factor already accounted for in CDIMST 
MACHAB - Array of 10 MACH NUMBERS for IMST Calculation 
BETAAB - Array of 3 BOATTAIL ANGLES for IMST Calculation 
CDIMST - TOTAL IMST AFTERBODY Drag Function of Boattail Angle and Mach 

CDIMST(1 to 10) fen BETAAB(1) and MACHAB(1 to 10) 

CDIMST(11 to 20) fen BETAAB(2) and MACHAB(1 to 10) 
CDIMST(21 to 30) fen BETAAB(3) and MACHAB(1 to 10) 

RAIMST - REF AREA FOR CDIMST Drag TABLE IN $AFTBD and AFTBCM 
BDYLNF - AFTERBODY LENGTH (Ft) 
SPCNOZ - Distance between Nozzle Centerlines (Ft) 

HXLENMNF - Distance from TE HTAIL TO Nozzle Exit (Ft) 

Positive for HTAIL TE in Front of Nozzle 

VXLENF - Distance from TE VTAIL TO Nozzle Exit (Ft) 
Positive for VTAIL TE in Front of Nozzle 

AR2DNZ - ASPECT RATIO 2-D Nozzle - WIDTH/HEIGHT 
SF3DEF - Scale Factor for 3-D EFFECTS Drag Delta 

SFBASE - Scale Factor for BASE Drag Delta 

SFBOOM - Scale Factor for BOOM Drag Delta 
SFEPNZ - Scale Factor for EMPENNAGE/Nozzle INTERFERENCE Drag Delta 

SFPYNC - Scale Factor for PYLON/NACELLE INTERFERENCE Drag Delta 

SFFAIR - Scale Factor for INTERFAIRING Drag Delta 

ARBASE - BASE AREA OF EACH Nozzle (Ft‘2) 
THBOOM - ANGLE WHICH BOOM WRAPS AROUND PLUME 

(input in degrees, output in radians) 
BSFAIR - Base Area of Interfairings(Ft“2) 

SWINGI - Wing Planform Area 
COMMON OUTPUTS: 
NONE 
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B.4.4 MODULE AFTDGI 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Main Control Module for finding Afterbody Drag when using the Lewis Table Lookup 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL AFTDG1(XMACH,ALT,EN,PAMB,TTJET,NPR,PCODE, 
> AENG,ANOZTE,WA,BETA,CD3DEF,CDBASE,CDBOOM, 

> CDEPNZ,CDFAIR,CDPYNC,CDCAFT,CDDGDL,CDAFT) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
XMACH - Flight Mach 
ALT - Altitude (Ft) 
EN - Number of Engines 
PAMB - Ambient Pressure (1b/ft*2) 

TTJET - Total Temperature of Jet (R) 

NPR_ - Nozzle Pressure Ratio 
PCODE - Afterburner Power Code > 5 --> Afterburner Lit 
AENG - Area of Engine at Compressor Face 
ANOZTE - Area Nozzle Exit (ft42) 
WA __ - Air Mass Flow (1bm/s) 

CDCAFT - CD of Clean Afterbody Based on Integral Mean Slope Truncated 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
BETA - Boattail Angle (degrees) 

CD3DEF - CD due to 3-D Effects Drag Delta 
CDBASE - CD due to Base Area Drag Delta 
CDBOOM - CD due to Boom Drag Delta 

CDEPNZ - Scale Factor for Empennage/Nozzle Interference Drag Delta 
CDFAIR - CD due to Interfairing Drag Delta 
CDPYNC - CD due to Pylon/Nacelle Interference Drag Delta 
CDDGDL - Total CD due to the Drag Deltas 
CDAFT - Total Afterbody Drag = CDCAFT + CDDGDL 

COMMON INPUTS: 
/AFTBCM/ -- Main Afterbody Common Block used 

for Inputs to New Afterbody Method 

NEWAFT - Afterbody Method Flag 

0 --> Old Afterbody method 
1 --> New Afterbody method 

AFTTPE - Afterbody Type 
1 --> Single Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 
2 --> Single Engine 2-D C-D Nozzle 

3 --> Twin Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 

4 --> Twin Engine 2-D C-D Nozzle 

5 --> Podded Axisymmetric Nozzle 
CCPT - Customer Connect Point as a percentage of afterbody length 
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SFIMST - Scale Factor for final IMST CD 
Only for Printout, Scale Factor already accounted for in CDIMST 

MACHAB - Array of 10 MACH NUMBERS for IMST Calculation 

BETAAB - Array of 3 BOATTAIL ANGLES for IMST Calculation 
CDIMST - TOTAL IMST AFTERBODY Drag Function of Boattail Angle and Mach 

CDIMST(1 to 10) fen BETAAB(1) and MACHAB(1 to 10) 
CDIMST(11 to 20) fen BETAAB(2) and MACHAB(! to 10) 
CDIMST(21 to 30) fen BETAAB(3) and MACHAB(1 to 10) 

RAIMST - REF AREA FOR CDIMST Drag TABLE IN $AFTBD and AFTBCM 
BDYLNEF - AFTERBODY LENGTH (Ft) 
SPCNOZ - Distance between Nozzle Centerlines (Ft) 

HXLENFE - Distance from TE HTAIL TO Nozzle Exit (Ft) 

Positive for HTAIL TE in Front of Nozzle 
VXLEMNF - Distance from TE VTAIL TO Nozzle Exit (Ft) 

Positive for VTAIL TE in Front of Nozzle 
AR2DNZ - ASPECT RATIO 2-D Nozzle - WIDTH/HEIGHT 
SF3DEF - Scale Factor for 3-D EFFECTS Drag Delta 
SFBASE - Scale Factor for BASE Drag Delta 
SFBOOM - Scale Factor for BOOM Drag Delta 
SFEPNZ - Scale Factor for EMPENNAGE/Nozzle INTERFERENCE Drag Delta 

SFPYNC - Scale Factor for PYLON/NACELLE INTERFERENCE Drag Delta 
SFFAIR - Scale Factor for INTERFAIRING Drag Delta 
ARBASE - BASE AREA OF EACH Nozzle (Ft42) 
THBOOM - ANGLE WHICH BOOM WRAPS AROUND PLUME 

(input in degrees, output in radians) 

BSFAIR - Base Area of Interfairings(Ft42) 
SWINGI - Wing Planform Area 

COMMON OUTPUTS: 
NONE 

B.4.5 MODULE PDCAFT 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Returns Clean Afterbody CD as a Function of Mach number and Boattail. 
The clean afterbody CD is based on IMST correlation. 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL PDCAFT(XMACH,BETA,CDCAFT) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
XMACH - Mach Number 
BETA - Boattail Angle (degrees) 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
CDCAFT - CD of Clean Afterbody 
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COMMON INPUTS: 
/AFTBCM/ -- Main Afterbody Common Block used 

for Inputs to New Afterbody Method 

SFIMST - Scale Factor for final IMST CD 

Only for Printout, Scale Factor already accounted for in COIMST 

MACHAB - Array of 10 MACH NUMBERS for IMST Calculation 
BETAAB - Array of 3 BOATTAIL ANGLES for IMST Calculation 
CDIMST - TOTAL IMST AFTERBODY Drag Function of Boattail Angle and Mach 

CDIMST(1 to 10) fen BETAAB(1) and MACHAB(1 to 10) 
CDIMST(11 to 20) fen BETAAB(2) and MACHAB(1 to 10) 
CDIMST(21 to 30) fen BETAAB(3) and MACHAB(1 to 10) 

RAIMST - REF AREA FOR CDIMST Drag TABLE IN $AFTBD and AFTBCM 
All the above data in AFTBCM is calculated in the VPICODE 

during the Calculation of the IMST Parameter in PROPULSION 
All other variable Are define in SUBROUTINE AFTDRG or AFTDG1 

COMMON OUTPUTS: 
NONE 

B.4.6 MODULE PDDGDL 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Control Subroutine for Calculation of Drag Delta CD's. 
These effects account for the fact no afterbody is clean, i.e. Drag 
Interference Caused by Empennage, Base Area, Booms, Interfairings ect. 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL PDDGDL(XMACH,ALT,EN,BETA,GAMJET,MACHIT, 
> TTJET,PJET,PAMB,A90A8,AFTER,XNPR,AREACC,ANOZTE, 
> XLNOZ,CDDGDL,CD3DEF,CDBASE,CDBOOM,CDEPNZ, 
> CDFAIR,CDPYNC) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
XMACH - Flight Mach Number 
ALT - Altitude (Ft) 
EN  - Number of Engines 
BETA - Boattail Angle (degrees) 

GAMIET - Gamma of the Jet 
MACHIT - Mach Number of the Jet 

TTJET ~ Total Temperature of Jet (R) 
PJET - Static Pressure Jet 

PAMB - Ambient Pressure (Ib/ft42) 
A9OA8 - Ratio Nozzle Exit Area to Nozzle Throat Area 
AFTER - Logical, Afterburner flag .TRUE. = Afterburner Lit 
XNPR_ - Nozzle Pressure Ratio 
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AENG - Area of Engine at Compressor Face 

AREACC - Area of Customer Connect Point (ft*2) 

ANOZITE - Area Nozzle Exit (ft42) 
XLNOZ - Length of Nozzle (ft) 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
CDDGDL - Total CD due to the Drag Deltas 

CD3DEF - CD due to 3-D Effects Drag Delta 
CDBASE - CD due to Base Area Drag Delta 
CDBOOM - CD due to Boom Drag Delta 

CDEPNZ - Scale Factor for Empennage/Nozzle Interference Drag Delta 

CDFAIR - CD due to Interfairing Drag Delta 
CDPYNC - CD due to Pylon/Nacelle Interference Drag Delta 

COMMON INPUTS: 
/AFTBCM/ -- Main Afterbody Common Block used 

for Inputs to New Afterbody Method 
AFTTPE - Afterbody Type 

1 --> Single Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 
2 --> Single Engine 2-D C-D Nozzle 
3 --> Twin Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 
4 --> Twin Engine 2-D C-D Nozzle 
5 --> Podded Axisymmetric Nozzle 

BDYLNF - AFTERBODY LENGTH (Ft) 
SPCNOZ - Distance between Nozzle Centerlines (Ft) 

HXLENMF - Distance from TE HTAIL TO Nozzle Exit (Ft) 

Positive for HTAIL TE in Front of Nozzle 
VXLENF - Distance from TE VTAIL TO Nozzle Exit (Ft) 

Positive for VTAIL TE in Front of Nozzle 
AR2DNZ - ASPECT RATIO 2-D Nozzle - WIDTH/HEIGHT 
SF3DEF - Scale Factor for 3-D EFFECTS Drag Delta 

SFBASE - Scale Factor for BASE Drag Delta 
SFBOOM - Scale Factor for BOOM Drag Delta 
SFEPNZ - Scale Factor for EMPENNAGE/Nozzle INTERFERENCE Drag Delta 

SFPYNC - Scale Factor for PYLON/NACELLE INTERFERENCE Drag Delta 

SFFAIR - Scale Factor for INTERFAIRING Drag Delta 
ARBASE - BASE AREA OF EACH Nozzle (Ft*2) 
THBOOM - ANGLE WHICH BOOM WRAPS AROUND PLUME 

(input in degrees, output in radians) 

BSFAIR - Base Area of Interfairings(Ft*2) 
SWINGI - Wing Planform Area 

All other variable are defined in SUBROUTINE AFTDRG or AFTDG1 
COMMON OUTPUTS: 
NONE 
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B.4.7 MODULE PD3DEF 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Main Subroutine to Calculate the Drag Delta CD due to 3-D Effects 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL PD3DEF(MACH,AFTTPE,RAIMST,AREACC,BDYLNF,SPCNOZ, 
> A9SOA8,BETA,S WING,AFTER,SF3DEF,CD3DEF) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
MACH - Flight Mach Number 

AFTTPE - Afterbody Type 
1 --> Single Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 
2 --> Single Engine 2-D C-D Nozzle 
3 --> Twin Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 
4 --> Twin Engine 2-D C-D Nozzle 

5 --> Podded Axisymmetric Nozzle 
RAIMST - Reference Area for IMST Correlation 

BDYLNEF - AFTERBODY LENGTH (Ft) 
SPCNOZ - Distance between Nozzle Centerlines (Ft) 

A9OA8 - Ratio Nozzle Exit Area to Nozzle Throat Area 

BETA - Boattail Angle (degrees) 

SWING - Wing Planform Area (ft42) 

AFTER - Logical, Afterburner flag .TRUE. = Afterburner Lit 
SF3DEF - Scale Factor for 3-D EFFECTS Drag Delta 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
CD3DEF - CD due to 3-D Effects Drag Delta 

B.4.8 MODULE CR3DAX 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 

Finds CD 3-D effects for cruise axisymmetric nozzle no afterburning 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL CR3DAX(MACH,BETA,TWO3DE) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 

MACH - Flight Mach Number 
BETA - Boattail Angle (degrees) 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 

TWO3DE - CD due to 3-D Effects Drag Delta for twin engine configuration 
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B.4.9 MODULE AB3DAX 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Finds CD 3-D effects for axisymmetric nozzle with afterburning 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL CR3DAX(MACH,RAIMST,AREACC,BDYLNF,SPCNOZ,TWO3DE) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
MACH - Flight Mach Number 

RAIMST - Reference Area for IMST Correlation 

AREACC - Cross sectional area at Customer Connect Point 

BDYLNF - AFTERBODY LENGTH (Ft) 
SPCNOZ - Distance between Nozzle Centerlines (Ft) 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
TWO3DE - CD due to 3-D Effects Drag Delta for twin engine configuration 

B.4.10 MODULE CR3D2D 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Finds CD 3-D effects for cruise 2-D nozzle no afterburning 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL CR3D2D (A90A8, MACH, TWO3DE) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
A9OA8 - Ratio Nozzle Exit Area to Nozzle Throat Area 
MACH - Flight Mach Number 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
TWO3DE - CD due to 3-D Effects Drag Delta for twin engine configuration 

B.4.11 MODULE AB3D2D 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Finds CD 3-D effects for 2-D nozzle with afterburning 
CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL AB3D2D (A90A8, MACH, TWO3DE) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
A9OA8 - Ratio Nozzle Exit Area to Nozzle Throat Area 

MACH - Flight Mach Number 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
TWO3DE - CD due to 3-D Effects Drag Delta for twin engine configuration 
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B.4.12 MODULE PDBASE 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Calculates the Drag Delta CD due to Nozzle Base Area 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL PDBASE(MACH,AREACC,ANOZTE,XLNOZ,GAMJET,MACHIT,TTJET, 
> PJET,PAMB,ARBASE,SWING,SFBASE,CDBASE) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
MACH - Flight Mach Number 
AREACC - Area at Customer Connect Point (ft*2) 

ANOZTE - Area Nozzle Exit (ft*2) 

XLNOZ - Nozzle Length (Ft) 

GAMIET - Gamma of the JET 
MACHIT - JET Mach Number 
TTJET - Total Temperature of JET (deg R) 
PJET - Static Pressure of JET (psf) 

PAMB - Ambient Pressure (psf) 
ARBASE - Aft Facing Base Area per Engine (Ft42) 
SWING - Wing Planform Area (ft*2) 
SFBASE - Scale Factor for Base Area Drag Delta 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
CDBASE - CD due to Base Area Drag Delta 

B.4.13 MODULE PDEPNZ 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Calculates the Drag Delta CD due to Empennage/Nozzle Interference 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL PDEPNZ(ALT,XMACHS,BETA, VXLENF,HXLENF,BDYLNF, 
> RAIMST,AFTTPE, VTNO,HTNO,SWING,SFEPNZ,CDEPNZ) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
ALT - Altitude (ft) 
XMACHS - Flight Mach Number 

BETA - Boattail Angle (degrees) 

VXLENF - Distance from TE VTAIL TO Nozzle Exit (Ft) 

HXLENF - Distance from TE HTAIL TO Nozzle Exit (Ft) 

BDYLNE - AFTERBODY LENGTH (Ft) 
RAIMST - Reference Area for IMST Correlation 
AFTTPE - Afterbody Type 

1 --> Single Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 
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2 --> Single Engine 2-D C-D Nozzle 

3 --> Twin Engine Axisymmetric Nozzle 

4 --> Twin Engine 2-D C-D Nozzle 

5 --> Podded Axisymmetric Nozzle 

VTNO - Number of Vertical Tails 

HTNO - Number of Horizontal Tails 
SWING - Wing Planform Area (ft42) 

SFEPNZ - Scale Factor for EMPENNAGE/Nozzle INTERFERENCE Drag Delta 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
CDEPNZ- CD due to Empennage/Nozzle Interference Drag Delta 

B.4.14 MODULE PREMPD 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Calculates the Empennage Drag for use in correlations of Empennage/Nozzle 
Interference Drag 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL PREMPD(ALT,MACH,SWING,CDVT,CDHT,CDEMP) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
ALT - Altitude (ft) 
MACH - Flight Mach Number 
SWING - Wing Planform Area (ft*2) 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
CDVT - Total CD on Vertical Tail 
CDHT - Total CD on Horizontal Tail 
CDEMP - Total CD on Empennage 

COMMON INPUTS: 
PRDEMP -- Empennage Geometric Data to Estimate Empennage Drag 

for Empennage/Nozzle Interference Drag 
CBARH - MGC of Horizontal Tail 
CBARV - MGC of Vertical Tail 
HSPAN - Span of Horizontal Tail 
VSPAN - Span of Vertical Tail 

SWLEH - Leading Edge Sweep of Horizontal Tail 

SWSRH - Horizontal Tail Wetted Area to Wing Area 

SWSRV - Vertical Tail Wetted Area to Wing Area 

VTNOI - Number of Vertical Tails 

HTNO - Number of Horizontal Tails 

SHTAIL - Planform Area of Horizontal Tail 

SVTAIL - Planform Area of Vertical Tail 
TCHTA - Average Thickness to Chord Ratio for Horizontal Tail 
TCVTA - Average Thickness to Chord Ratio for Vertical Tail 
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SFWE - Scale Factor for Fraction Laminar Flow 

COMMON OUTPUTS: 

NONE 

B.4.15 MODULE EMPFRC 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Calculates Empennage Friction CD 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL EMPFRC(SFL,TURB,RNOL,COMP,DD,SWP,TCTA, 
> SWSR,NEMP,EMPCDF) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
Note Empennage Means either VTail or HTail 
SFL - Characteristic Length 
TURB - Fraction of Flow that is Turbulent 
RNOL - Reynolds Number/Unit Length 
COMP. - (Temp Total/Temp Static) 
DD - Factor for Compressibility Effects 
SWP_ -Empennage Sweep of Leading Edge 
TCTA -Empennage Average Thickness to Chord Average 
SWSR_ - (Empennage Wetted Area/Wing Area) 
NEMP - Number of Empennage 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
EMPCDE - Total Friction CD on Empennage 

B.4.16 MODULE EMPWAV 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Calculates the Wave Drag of the Empennage 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL EMPWA V(MACH,SEMP,SWP,TC,SPAN,CBAR,SWING,EMPCDW) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
Note Empennage Means either VTail or HTail 
MACH - Flight Mach Number 

SEMP - Area of Empennage (ft*2) 
SWP_ - Sweep of Leading Edge of Empennage (degs) 

TC -Empennage Thickness to Chord Ratio 

SPAN - Span of Empennage (ft) 

CBAR - Mean Geometric Chord of Empennage (ft) 
SWING - Wing Planform Area (ft“2) 
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OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
EMPCDW - Wave CD on Empennage 

B.4.17 MODULE EMPFRM 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Calculates Empennage Form Factor Drag for Subsonic Mach Numbers 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL EMPFRM(TC,FMFACT) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
TC - Empennage Thickness to Chord Ratio 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
FMFACT - Form Factor Drag for Subsonic Mach Numbers 

B.4.18 MODULE INONEA 

Module Taken Directly from NAIP Sourcecode 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Calculates (By Interpolation) Empennage/Nozzle Interference Drag for Single Engine 

Configurations (Note: This Calculation Doesn't Take the Position of the 

Horizontal Tail and the Size of the Empennage Into Account) 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL INONEA (XLTAN, XMACH, XINTCD) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
XLTAN = (X/L)* (TAN Boattail Angle)**0.5 
XMACH = Mach Number 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
XINTCD = _ Interference Drag (AREF=AMAX) 

B.4.19 MODULE INONET 

Module Taken Directly from NAIP Sourcecode 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Calculates Interference Drag Coef. for Single Two-Dimensional Configuration 

Methodology: INTITD =INTIAX + (INT2TD - INT2AX) 
CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL INONET (XLV, XLH, BETA, XMACH, HCDEMP, VCDEMP, XINTIT) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
XLV = (X/L) of Vertical Tail 
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XLH = (X/L) of Horizontal Tail 

BETA = Boattail Angle 

XMACH Mach Number 

HCDEMP = _ Horizontal Tail Form/Friction/Wave Drag 
VCDEMP = _ Vertical Tail Form/Friction/Wave Drag 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
XINTIT = EMP INTERFERENCE DRAG (AREF = AMAX) 

B.4.20 MODULE INTONE 

Module Taken Directly from NAIP Sourcecode 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Calculates (By Interpolation) Empennage/Nozzle Interference Drag for Single Engine 

Configurations (Note: This Calculation Doesn't Take the Position of the 
Horizontal Tail and the Size of the Empennage Into Account) 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL INTONE (XLTAN, XMACH, XINTCD) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
XLTAN = (X/L) * (TAN Boattail Angle)**0.5 
XMACH = Mach Number 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
XINTCD = _ Interference Drag (AREF=AMAX) 

B.4.21 MODULE INT22T 

Module Taken Directly from NAIP Sourcecode 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Calculates (By Interpolation) Interference Drag/Emp Drag Ratio for 2-D Twin Engine 

Configuration With 2 Vertical Tails Called by INONET 
CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL INT22T (XLV, YLH, BETA, XMACH, RINTCD) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
XLV (X/L) of Vertical Tail 

YLH (X/L) of Horizontal Tail 

BETA = Boattail Angle 

XMACH = Mach Number 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
INTCDR =Empennage Interference Drag /Emp Wave and Friction Drag 
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B.4.22 MODULE INT22V 

Module Taken Directly from NAIP Sourcecode 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Calculates (By Interpolation) Interference Drag/Emp Drag Ratio for Twin Engine 

Configurations With 2 Vertical Tail Called by INONET 
CALLING SEQUENCE; 
CALL INT22V (XLV, YLH, BETA, XMACH, RINTCD) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
XLV = (X/L) of Vertical Tail 

YLH = (X/L) of Horizontal Tail 
BETA = Boattail Angle 
XMACH = Mach Number 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
RINTCD =Empennage Interference Drag / Emp Wave and Friction Drag 
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B.4.23 MODULE IN21VA 

Module Taken Directly from NAIP Sourcecode 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Calculates (By Interpolation) Interference Drag/Emp Drag Ratio for Twin Engine 

Configurations With 1 Vertical Tail 
CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL IN21VA (XLV, YLH, BETA, XMACH, RINTCD) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
XLV = (X/L) of Vertical Tail 

YLH = (X/L) of Horizontal Tail 
BETA = Boattail Angle 
XMACH = Mach Number 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
RINTCD =Empennage Interference Drag / Emp Wave and Friction Drag 

B.4.24 MODULE IN21VT 

Module Taken Directly from NAIP Sourcecode 
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 

Calculates (By Interpolation) Interference Drag/Emp Drag Ratio for 2-D Twin Engine 
Configurations With 1 Vertical Tail 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL IN21VT (XLV, YLH, BETA, XMACH, RINTCD) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
XLV = (X/L) of Vertical Tail 
YLH = (X/L) of Horizontal Tail 

BETA =  Boattail Angle 

XMACH = Mach Number 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
RINTCD =Empennage Interference Drag /Emp Wave and Friction Drag 

B.4.25 MODULE IN22VA 

Module Taken Directly from NAIP Sourcecode 
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 

Calculates (By Interpolation) Interference Drag/Emp Drag Ratio for Twin Engine 
Configurations With 2 Vertical Tail 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL IN22VA (XLV, YLH, BETA, XMACH, RINTCD) 
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INPUT PARAMETERS: 
XLV = (X/L) of Vertical Tail 

YLH = (X/L) of Horizontal Tail 

BETA = _ Boattail Angle 

XMACH = Mach Number 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
RINTCD =Empennage Interference Drag /Emp Wave and Friction Drag 

B.4.26 MODULE IN22VT 

Module Taken Directly from NAIP Sourcecode 
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 

Calculates (By Interpolation) Interference Drag/Emp Drag Ratio for 2-D Twin Engine 

Configuration With 2 Vertical Tails 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL IN22VT (XLV, YLH, BETA, XMACH, RINTCD) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
XLV (X/L) of Vertical Tail 
YLH (X/L) of Horizontal Tail 

BETA Boattail Angle 

XMACH = Mach Number 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
RINTCD =Empennage Interference Drag /Emp Wave and Friction Drag 

B.4.27 MODULE PDFAIR 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 

Calculates the Drag Delta CD due to Interfairings 
CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL PDFAIR (BSFAIR,RAIMST,ANOZTE,BDYLNF,GAMIET, 

> MACHIT,XNPR,SWING,SFFAIR,CDFAIR) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 

BSFAIR - Base Area of Interfairing (ft42) 

RAIMST - Reference Area for IMST Correlation 

ANOZITE - Area Nozzle Exit (ft*2) 

BDYLNF - AFTERBODY LENGTH (Ft) 

GAMSJET - Gamma of the JET 

MACHIT - JET Mach Number 

XNPR_ - Nozzle Pressure Ratio 

SWING - Wing Planform Area (ft42) 
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SFFAIR - Scale Factor for INTERFAIRING Drag Delta 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
CDFAIR - CD due to INTERFAIRING Drag Delta 

B.4.28 MODULE PDPYNC 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Calculates the Drag Delta CD due to Pylon/Nacelle Interference 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL PDPYNC(MACH, SWING, SFPYNC, CDPYNC) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
MACH - Flight Mach Number 
SWING - Wing Planform Area (ft*2) 
SFPYNC - Scale Factor for Pylon/Nacelle Drag Delta 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
CDPYNC - CD due to Pylon/Nacelle Drag Delta 

B.4.29 MODULE PDBOOM 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Calculates the Drag Delta CD due to BOOMS extending beyond Nozzle Exit Plane 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL PDBOOM (RAIMST,ANOZTE,BDYLNF,THBOOM,GAMIET, 
> MACHJT,XNPR,SWING,SFBOOM,CDBOOM) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
RAIMST - Reference Area for IMST Correlation 
ANOZTE - Area Nozzle Exit (ft42) 

BDYLNF - AFTERBODY LENGTH (Ft) 
THBOOM - Wrap angle of Booms around Plume (radians) 
GAMIJET - Gamma of the JET 

MACHIT - JET Mach Number 

XNPR_ - Nozzle Pressure Ratio 

SWING - Wing Planform Area (ft*2) 

SFBOOM - Scale Factor for BOOM Drag Delta 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
CDBOOM - CD due to BOOM Drag Delta 
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B.5 Modules for Table Look up and Interpolation 

B.5.1 MODULE TBLUI 

Modules recoded from NAIP and PIPSI 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Table Lookup to Determine Value of Function for Input XX Value 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
VALUE = TBLU1(XX, X, Y, MDEG, NTERMS) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
XX _ - Real, Abscissa Value to Be Interpolated 

X  - Real, Existing Array of Abscissa Values 

Y - Function Value At X, Y = F(X) 

MDEG - Degree of Lagrangian Interpolation Function 
NTERMS - Integer, Number of Terms in X Array 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
TBLU1 = Y(XX) 

B.5.2 MODULE TERPI 

Modules recoded from NAIP and PIPSI 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Lagrangian Interpolation of FX Function At XINTP 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
VALUE( ) = TERP1(XINTP,X,FX,NDEG,INITPT) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
XINTP - Real, Abscissa Value to Be Interpolated 

X - Real, Existing Array of Abscissa Values 
FX - Real, Existing Array of Ordinate Values 

INITPT - Integer, Starting Point in Array for Interpolating 
NDEG - Integer, Degree of Interpolating Function 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
TERP1 - Real, Lagrangian Interpolation of FX At XINTP 
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B.5.3 MODULE TBLU2 

Modules recoded from NAIP and PIPSI 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Table Lookup to Determine Value of Function for Input XX and YY Value 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
F(XX,YY) = 

TBLU2(XX, YY,X, Y,F2, MDEGX,MDEGY,NTMSX,NTMSY,NFX,NFY) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
XX  - Real, Abscissa Value to Be Interpolated 

YY - Real, Ordinate Value to Be Interpolated 
X - Real, Existing Array of Abscissa Values 
Y  - Real, Existing Array of Ordinate Values 
F2 - Function Value At X and Y, F2 = F(X, Y) 

MDEGX - Degree of Lagrangian Interpolation Function for X 
MDEGY - Degree of Lagrangian Interpolation Function for Y 
NTMSX - Integer, Number of Terms in X Array 
NTMSY - Integer, Number of Terms in Y Array 
NFX_ - Number of Rows in F2 Array 

NFY_ - Number of Columns in F2 Array 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
TBLU2 = F2(XX, YY) 

B.5.4 MODULE TERP2 

Modules recoded from NAIP and PIPSI 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Lagrangian Interpolation OF F2 Function At XINTP and YINTP 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
TBLU2 = TERP2(XINTP, YINTP,X, Y,F2, 

> NDEGX,NDEGY,NDIMX,NDIMY, INITX,INITY) 
INPUT PARAMETERS: 

XINTP - Real, Abscissa Value to Be Interpolated 

YINTP - Real, Ordinate Value to Be Interpolated 

X ~~ - Real, Existing Array of Abscissa Values 
Y ~~ - Real, Existing Array of Ordinate Values 

F2 - Real, Existing Array of Ordinate Values 
NDEGX - Integer, Degree of Interpolating Function in X 
NDEGY - Integer, Degree of Interpolating Function in Y 

NDIMX - Number of Rows in F2 Array 

NDIMY - Number of Columns in F2 Array 
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INITX - Integer, Starting Point in X Array for Interpolating 

INITY - Integer, Starting Point in Y Array for Interpolating 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
TERP2 - Real, Lagrangian Interpolation of FX At XINTP and YINTP 

B.5.5 MODULE TBLU3 

Modules recoded from NAIP and PIPSI 
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 

Table Lookup to Determine Value of Function for Input XX,YY,and ZZ Value 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
REAL FUNCTION TBLU3(XX, YY,ZZ,X, Y,Z,F3, MDEGX,MDEGY,MDEGZ, 
> NTMSX,NTMS Y,NTMSZ,NFX,NFY ,NFZ) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
XX _~- Real, Abscissa Value to Be Interpolated 

YY - Real, Ordinate Value to Be Interpolated 

ZZ - Real, Z Value to Be Interpolated 
X  - Real, Existing Array of Abscissa Values 
Y  - Real, Existing Array of Ordinate Values 

Z  - Real, Existing Array of Z Values 

F3 = -- Function Value At X, Y, and Z F3 = F(X,Y,Z) 

MDEGxX< - Degree of Lagrangian Interpolation Function for X 
MDEGY - Degree of Lagrangian Interpolation Function for Y 
MDEGZ - Degree of Lagrangian Interpolation Function for Z 
NTMSY - Integer, Number of Terms in Y Array 

NTMSZ - Integer, Number of Terms in Z Array 

NFX_  - Number of Rows in F3 Array 

NFY - Number of Columns in F3 Array 
NFZ_ - Depth of F3 Array 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
TBLU3 = F3(XX, YY,ZZ) 

B.5.6 MODULE TERP3 

Modules recoded from NAIP and PIPSI 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 

Lagrangian Interpolation of F3 Function At XINTP, YINTP, and ZINTP 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 

TBLU3 = TERP3(XINTP, YINTP,ZINTP,X, Y,Z,F3,NDEGX,NDEGY,NDEGZ, 

> NDIMX,NDIMY,NDIMZ,INITX,INITY,INITZ) 
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INPUT PARAMETERS: 
XINTP - Real, Abscissa Value to Be Interpolated 

YINTP - Real, Ordinate Value to Be Interpolated 

ZINTP - Real, Z Value to Be interpolated 

X  - Real, Existing Array of Abscissa Values 

Y  - Real, Existing Array of Ordinate Values 
Z  - Real, Existing Array of Z Values 

F3  - Real, Existing Array of Output Values 

NDEGxX - Integer, Degree of Interpolating Function in X 
NDEGY - Integer, Degree of Interpolating Function in Y 
NDEGZ - Integer, Degree of Interpolating Function in Z 

NDIMX - Number of Rows in F3 Array 
NDIMY - Number of Columns in F3 Array 

NDIMZ - Depth of F3 Array 
INITX - Integer, Starting Point in X Array for Interpolating 
INITY - Integer, Starting Point in Y Array for Interpolating 
INITZ - Integer, Starting Point in Z Array for Interpolating 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
TERP3 - Real, Lagrangian Interpolation of FX(XINTP, YINTP,ZINTP) 

B.5.7 MODULE SEARCH 

Modules recoded from NAIP and PIPSI 
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 

Binary Search to Find Starting Index in array 

CALLING SEQUENCE: 
START = SEARCH(XINTP, X, NDEG, NPTS, IDXSRT) 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 
XINTP - Real, Abscissa Value to Be Interpolated 

X  - Real, Existing Array of Abscissa Values 
NDEG - Degree of Lagrangian Interpolation Function 
NPTS_ - Integer, Number of Terms in X Array 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
IDXSRT - Integer, Index to Start Interpolation 

SEARCH - Integer, Flag for Type of Index Returned 
--> 0 = Starting Index = IDXSRT 

--> 1 = Exact Value Index = IDXSRT, Exact Value Returned 
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